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In this thesis magneto-thermoelectric effects are investigated in a 
systematic way to separate the transverse spin Seebeck effect from 
other parasitic effects like the anomalous Nernst effect. In contrast 
to the first studies found in the literature, in NiFe thin films a con-
tribution of the transverse spin Seebeck effect can be excluded. This 
surprising outcome was crosschecked in a variety of different sample 
layouts and collaborations with other universities to ensure the vali-
dity of these results.
In general, this thesis solves a long time discussion about the existence 
of the transverse spin Seebeck effect in NiFe films and supports the 
importance of control measurements for the scientific community. 
Even if such „negative“ results may not be the award winning ones, 
new discoveries should be treated with constructive criticism and be 
checked carefully by the scientific community.
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1 Motivation
Since the beginning of computing there is a continuous demand for increasing
computational power. In the last decades this demand could be satisfied, fol-
lowing an exponential growth of the computational abilities known as Moores
law [1]. However, it becomes more and more challenging to satisfy this growth
rate in the future. The key issue is simply Joule heating in charge based logical
devices. For example, the power density of an actual CPU with 100W TDP
(Thermal Design Power) and a chip size of 2 × 2 cm2 size on a 0.5 mm thick
wafer is at least in the order of 500 Watt per cm3. In comparison, the core of a
nuclear power plant has an average volume power density of 50 Watt per cm3.
One attempt to reduce Joule heating is to utilize besides charge transport the
spin degree of freedom of the electron. The research field, dealing with this topic,
is called spintronics [2]. For example, STT-RAM (spin transfer torque random
access memory) uses non-volatile TMR (tunneling magneto resistance) elements
to store the data. Thus in contrast to normal charge-based RAM, there is no
standby energy consumption of the devices. However, during the writing process
of the single TMR elements via the STT, for a short period of time high current
densities are present producing thermal gradients in the magnetic materials.
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Figure 1.1: Next to Thermoelectric and Spintronic Spin-caloritronic closes the gap
between heat and spin currents.
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Adding logical spin operations to conventional charge based logical devices is a
promising way to improve energy efficiency. Nevertheless, in this coexistence of
spin and charge based logic, Joule heating will still be present and the mecha-
nisms of the interaction between heat and spin transport is of high interest for
future applications. Understanding this interaction is the aim of the new field
of fundamental research called Spin-caloritronics [3]. As shown in Fig. 1.1, the
interaction of charge and heat transport is well described by thermo-electricity.
The interaction of charge and spin transport is part of the field of spintronics.
Spin-caloritronics now closes the gap between spin and heat transport. Inspired
by this new way of influencing the spin system by heat currents, new effects
like thermal spin injection [4] [5], thermal spin transfer torque [6], the spin See-
beck effect [7] and the spin Peltier effect [8] are under investigation. All have
in common that a non-equilibrium thermal distribution manipulates the spin
distribution. However, spin transport can proceed in different ways. It can be
charge-based (e.g. thermal spin injection) or charge-independent (spin Seebeck
effect in insulators).
Figure 1.2: Schematic overview of the transverse spin Seebeck effect. An in-plane
temperature gradient in an in-plane magnetized ferromagnetic system leads to a lat-
erally varying spin imbalance and to a spin current ~jS entering an attached detector
strip. The polarization ~σ of ~jS is parallel to the magnetization ~M . Due to the inverse
spin Hall effect, the spin current is converted to an electro-motive force which builds
up a voltage signal at the ends of the detector strip (indicated by + and −). One key
feature of the transverse spin Seebeck effect is a sign change of ~jS when moving the
detector strip from the hot to the cold side of the sample.
In this work, the focus is set on the Spin Seebeck effect in the transverse configu-
ration (TSSE) in NiFe thin films, like used in the first observation by Uchida et al.
in 2008 [7]. As seen in Fig. 1.2, in case of TSSE, a thermal gradient is supposed to
be the driving force for a lateral varying spin imbalance along the ferromagnetic
layer. In order to transform this spin signal into a directly accessible voltage
signal, a spin sink, i.e. a Pt detector strip, is attached to the ferromagnetic layer.
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The inverse spin Hall effect then converts the spin current entering the detector
strip into a voltage signal, which is picked up at the ends of the strip. However,
when performing TSSE measurements, further magneto-thermoelectric effects,
e.g. the Nernst-Ettingshausen effect, have to be considered as well. In order to
be able to separate these additional voltages, which do not originate from the
TSSE, but can mask the TSSE contribution, a systematic study is needed. In
this study different substrate materials and sample layouts are investigated for
various temperature profiles. By including finite element simulations and numer-
ical calculations it is possible to assign the different contributions and to draw
conclusions about the TSSE in NiFe thin films.
The first part of this thesis describes the interaction of spin and charge currents
in general and provides information on magneto-thermoelectric effects which may
be present in the TSSE configuration. A short overview of the observations on
the SSE made so far and the theory behind the SSE is provided afterwards. The
experimental part describes the setups and samples used for this work. By means
of a typical dataset, key features as well as the analysis of the measured data are
explained. The following experimental results show the essential measurements,
simulations and calculations which made it possible to separate known magneto-
thermoelectric effects from a possible TSSE contribution. In the last part the
results are compared to the observations of the TSSE in NiFe films of other
groups.
3
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2 Theory
2.1 The interaction of charge and spin currents
2.1.1 The drift diffusion approach
An electron’s spin is coupled to its motion via the spin orbit interaction (SOI).
In single atoms this interaction leads to spin splitting of the energy levels and
can explain parts of the fine structures of spectral lines of atoms. In solids SOI
influences the spin dependent band structure and plays an important role in
spin dependent transport phenomena. In this section, the focus will be on the
interaction of charge currents with spin currents in nonmagnetic materials. Let
us first define the ordinary charge current ~j and spin current Q without any spin
orbit interaction, following the drift diffusion model of Dyakonov [9]. ~j is the
vector of the charge current density with direction jˆ and magnitude |~j|. In the
drift diffusion model then
~j
−e = −µn
~E −D~∇n, (2.1)
with the charge carrier mobility µ , the diffusion coefficient D, the electric field ~E
and the electron concentration n. By contrast, the spin current cannot be written
as a simple vector, since it has not only a direction jˆS and magnitude |~jS|, but
also a polarization σˆ it carries along jˆS. So the spin current can be described by
a tensor
Q =
Qxx Qxy QxzQyx Qyy Qyz
Qzx Qzy Qzz
 , (2.2)
where the first index describes the spatial direction of the spin current (jˆS) and
(Qix, Qiy, Qiz) its magnitude (|~jS|) and its polarization direction σˆ. The compo-
nents of Q are given by the drift diffusion equation for the spin current carried
by spin polarized electrons
5
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Qij
~/2 = −µEiSj −D
∂Sj
∂xi
, (2.3)
with ~S being the spin polarization density vector. So far, equations (2.1) and (2.3)
do not include SOI. When including this interaction, the two currents/equations
are coupled in the following way:
ji = j(o)i −
2e
~
γijkQjk, (2.4)
Qij = Q(o)ij +
~
2eγijkjk, (2.5)
where j(o)i , Q
(o)
ij are the charge and spin current without SOI, ijk is the Levi-
Civita symbol (the Einstein notation is used) and γ the coupling parameter [9].
Equation (2.4) and (2.5) show that due to spin orbit interaction, a non polarized
charge current can produce a spin current and vice versa. Further following
Dyakonov, they can be transformed to
~j = µen~E + eD~∇n+ eγµ~E × ~S + eγD~∇× ~S, (2.6)
Qij = −~2µnEiSj −
~
2D
∂Sj
∂xi
+ ijk
(
~
2γµnEk +
~
2γD
∂n
∂xk
)
. (2.7)
The new terms of equation (2.6) and (2.7) can be linked to several SOI effects.
In the following, we will relate to the eγD~∇× ~S term known as the inverse spin
Hall effect (ISHE) and the ijk
(
~
2γµnEk +
~
2γD
∂n
∂xk
)
term known as the spin Hall
effect (SHE). Later on, we also will have a short view on the anomalous Hall effect
(ANE) described by the eγµ~E × ~S term. For further discussion please see [9].
2.1.2 The spin Hall effect
As shown above, in the presence of SOI theory predicts spin dependent scattering
of the conduction electrons in a normal metal or a doped semiconductor leading to
a spin separation perpendicular to the electron flow, the so called spin Hall effect
(SHE) [10,11]. At first, spin orbit mediated scattering mechanisms were proposed
as the origin of this effect [10–12]. In addition to these extrinsic components [13]
dominated by skew scattering [14] and side jump scattering [15], also an intrinsic
part which originates from the band structure itself was suggested [16,17]. Up to
6
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Figure 2.1: Scheme of the spin Hall effect. An unpolarized charge current ~j produces
spin currents ~jS perpendicular to ~j. The polarization σˆ of ~jS is perpendicular to both,
~j and ~jS .
now, the relative ratio of these effects is still under discussion. Notwithstanding
the theoretical disagreement on the origins of this effect, it can be measured in
various materials [18–22].
As sketched in Fig. 2.1, different spin orientations are deflected in different di-
rections perpendicular to the unpolarized current ~j. Due to the analogy to the
ordinary Hall effect, this effect was called the spin Hall effect [11]. To be more
precise, we use the spin current tensor Q which contains the information about
the direction of the spin current jˆS, its magnitude
∣∣∣~jS∣∣∣ and its polarization σˆ. To
obtain the spin current along a certain direction jˆS, one multiplies its transposed
vector jˆTS with Q:
∣∣∣~jS∣∣∣ σˆ = jˆTS ·Q (2.8)
The resulting vector displays the polarization direction σˆ times the magnitude of
the spin current
∣∣∣~jS∣∣∣ flowing along jˆS.
Neglecting any other source of spin currents, assuming a bulk normal metal and
introducing the dimensionless spin Hall angle θSH as a coupling parameter be-
tween the charge current and the produced spin current, the matrix elements can
be written as:
7
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Qij = − ~2eθSHijkjk (2.9)
which is identical with the second term of equation (2.5). The factor − ~2e con-
nects the charge transport (−e per second) to the spin transport (~/2 per second).
Here it has to be mentioned that in some publications these quantities are already
included in ~j and ~jS.
As an example, we start with a charge current ~j along the y-axis.
~j =
01
0
[ Am2
]
(2.10)
The resulting spin current tensor then is:
Q = 1.05 · 10−34θSH
0 0 −10 0 0
1 0 0
[ Jm2
]
(2.11)
displaying the following resulting spin currents along the principal axes:
jˆS = ±xˆ;
∣∣∣~jS∣∣∣ = 1.05 · 10−34θSH [ Jm2 ] ; σˆ = ∓zˆ;
jˆS = ±yˆ;
∣∣∣~jS∣∣∣ = 0; σˆ = 0;
jˆS = ±zˆ;
∣∣∣~jS∣∣∣ = 1.05 · 10−34θSH [ Jm2 ] ; σˆ = ±xˆ;
(2.12)
As sketched in Fig. 2.1, the charge current in y-direction leads to pure spin cur-
rents in the x-z-plane. Since opposite directions carry the same charge but op-
posite polarization, the net charge current is zero.
2.1.3 The inverse spin Hall effect
Apart from the spin Hall effect (SHE) another effect was predicted [10, 11]: the
inverse spin Hall effect (ISHE) as the reciprocal process to the SHE. A pure spin
current is converted into a charge current as sketched in Fig. 2.2. The generated
charge current ~jISHE can be written as
~jISHE = θISHE~jS × σˆ (2.13)
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Figure 2.2: Scheme of the inverse spin Hall effect. A pure spin current (displayed by
the two charge based spin currents ~jS and -~jS with opposite polarization σˆ and −σˆ)
produces an unpolarized charge current ~j perpendicular to ~jS and its polarization σˆ.
with θISHE as the ISHE coefficient [23]. Using the spin current tensor Q from
section 2.1.2, equation (2.13) can also be written as
~jISHE = θISHEQijijkeˆk = θISHE(Q(row=k))† × eˆk (2.14)
with the unity base vectors eˆk. In order to evaluate θISHE one can compare
equation (2.9) and (2.14) leading to:
θISHE = −2e~ θSH (2.15)
As an example, we take a pure spin current ~jS along the z-axis. In detail this
can be viewed as a charge current with a polarization along the x-axis running
along the z-axis and a charge current with opposite polarization running along
the opposite direction (see Fig. 2.2). Thus, the charge currents cancel out and
one obtains a pure spin current with the spin current tensor
Q = 1.05 · 10−34
0 0 00 0 0
1 0 0
[ Jm2
]
(2.16)
and the charge current results from equation (2.14):
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M
Py Pt
H0 Hexitation
spin current
V
ISHE voltageV
Figure 2.3: Sketch of a spin pumping measurement technique. The oscillating mag-
netization pumps a spin current into the Pt layer. This spin current is then measured
via the ISHE.
~jISHE = θSH
 0+1
0
[ Am2
]
(2.17)
In this simple case, also equation (2.13) shows immediately the resulting charge
current ~j in y-direction. For simplicity and without any loss of generality, in
the following we will display a pure spin current with one arrow. In the case of
charged based spin transport, this can be seen as the sum of two spin polarized
currents running in opposite direction and carrying opposite polarization like
sketched in Fig. 2.2.
2.1.4 The spin Hall angle
In a few words I would like to explain why there is so little consensus about the
measured spin hall angles so far. As there is no way to measure a spin current
directly, the conversion of the spin current into a measurable quantity is needed.
In case of the spin hall effect, the spin current can produce a spin accumulation
at the edges of the material. By adding a ferromagnet (FM) to the normal
metal (NM), a part of the spin current can be transmitted into the ferromagnet
and influence the damping of the magnetization precession via the spin transfer
torque [24]. The other way round, a ferromagnet’s oscillating magnetization can
’pump’ a spin current into the NM as shown in Fig. 2.3. This spin current then
10
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θSH Reference
0.0037 a Kimura et al. [22]
0.012 b (±0.002) Feng et al. [25]
0.013 b (±0.002) Mosendz et al. [29]
0.076 c (0.056 < θSH < 0.16) Liu et al. [24]
0.08 b (±0.01) Azevedo et al. [26]
0.12 b (±0.04) Obstbaum et al. [27]
Table 2.1: Spin Hall angle θSH measured by different groups using anon local lateral
spin valves, bspin pumping and cspin torque measurements.
produces a measurable voltage signal due to the ISHE [25–27]. The third way is
to measure a non local voltage in lateral spin valve structures using the NM as
a spin sink or a spin current source [22]. However, in all of these cases the spin
mixing conductance of the interface/interfaces and the spin transport properties
in the NM need to be known exactly so that the spin hall angle can be extracted
from these measurements. For example, we take spin pumping measurements
where microwaves are used to excite the magnetization and the corresponding
inverse spin Hall effect voltage is measured in an attached NM layer. There,
θSH ∝ VISHE cNM tNM
λSD g↑↓ tanh( tNM2λSD )
(2.18)
with cNM the conductivity, tNM the thickness and λSD the spin diffusion length of
the NM as well as g↑↓ the spin mixing conductance of the FM/NM interface [27].
Equation 2.18 shows that variations of the single parameters sum up to a big
uncertainty in the spin Hall angle. Table 2.1 shows θSH of Pt measured by different
groups and with different measurement techniques. θSH shows a broad scatter of
at least one order of magnitude. Especially the different values of λSD, ranging
from 1.4nm [24] to 7 nm [28] for Pt, support this divergence.
2.2 Nernst-Ettingshausen effects
2.2.1 From the Hall to the Nernst-Ettingshausen effect
When applying a charge current ~j and a magnetic field ~H perpendicular to ~j in
a conducting material, an electric field ~E perpendicular to both occurs [30]. This
is the well known Hall effect named after Edwin Hall:
11
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~E = RH~j × µ0 ~H (2.19)
with the Hall coefficient RH as a material parameter. In the 19th century Walther
Nernst and Albert von Ettingshausen found an effect, where an applied tempera-
ture gradient ~∇T in contribution with a magnetic field ~H applied perpendicular
to ~∇T produces an electro-motive force perpendicular to both [31]. This is the
so called Nernst-Ettingshausen effect or simply the Nernst effect.
~E = α~∇T × µ0 ~H, (2.20)
with the Nernst coefficient α as a material parameter. While Nernst and Et-
tingshausen at first did not show a direct relation to the Hall effect, the two
effects have the same microscopic origin. Regarding the Hall effect, the charge
carriers carrying the current ~j are affected by the Lorentz force and build up the
perpendicular electric field. By contrast, in the case of the Nernst effect, there
is no current ~j so that, at first sight, the Lorentz force cannot be the origin of
the electric field. Nevertheless, the applied temperature gradient ~∇T builds up
an electro-motive force ~Eemf = −S~∇T with the Seebeck coefficient S due to the
common Seebeck effect. In a simple picture, this force can be seen as a dynamic
equilibrium where constantly hot charge carriers ~jhot above the Fermi level flow
along ~∇T and are compensated by a back flow of cold electrons ~jcold below the
Fermi level. These currents are affected by the Hall effect and produce Hall volt-
ages opposite to each other. These Hall voltages are of different magnitude - even
since the net charge current ~jhot −~jcold = 0 - since the hot electrons have differ-
ent group velocities than the cold ones (assuming a simple Fermi distribution).
Thus, the Nernst effect is the difference of these two Hall voltages. In reality,
there exist not only two channels, one for the hot and one for the cold electrons,
but many possible channels depending on the band structure of the material and
the thermal distribution of the charge carriers. The sum over all these channels
then gives the resulting transverse electric field. Nevertheless, using the above
model, when changing from Hall to Nernst effects, ~j can be substituted with
~∇T while using the associated coefficients. This substitution is going to be used
in the following to connect the magneto-electric to the magneto-thermoelectric
effects.
2.2.2 The anomalous Nernst effect
In addition to the ordinary Hall and Nernst effects, in ferromagnets an addi-
tional spin orbit coupling term has to be included, the so called anomalous Hall
12
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effect (AHE) and anomalous Nernst effect (ANE) as the associated magneto-
thermoelectric effect:
~E = RAHE~j × mˆ (2.21)
~E = αANE~∇T × mˆ (2.22)
with mˆ the unity vector of the magnetization ~M , RAHE the anomalous Hall effect
coefficient and αANE the anomalous Nernst effect coefficient. While their magni-
tude usually exceeds the ones of the ordinary effects, the origin of these anomalous
effects remained unknown for long time [9]. As described in section 2.1.1, the ef-
fect originates from spin orbit coupling phenomena in the FM. But its exact
microscopic origin and the magnitude of an intrinsic and extrinsic contribution
are still under discussion [32,33].
αANE = αintrinsicANE + αskewANE + α
sidejump
ANE (2.23)
However, in the state-of-the-art picture, a superposition of impurity scattering
(skew scattering and side jump) and an intrinsic contribution are in good agree-
ment to experimental data [33,34] despite the ongoing debate about their ratio.
2.3 The anisotropic magneto-thermoelectric
power
2.3.1 The anisotropic magneto-thermoelectric power as the
thermal analog to the anisotropic magneto resistance
In a ferromagnetic material, the resistance depends on the direction of the mag-
netization mˆ with respect to ~j [35]. Thus, it cannot be seen as a scalar, but shows
an anisotropy concerning the magnetization direction in the ferromagnet and can
be written as a tensor.
ρ =
ρxx ρxy ρxzρyx ρyy ρyz
ρzx ρzy ρzz
 (2.24)
This effect is called the anisotropic magneto resistance (AMR). Due to SOI, the
resistance of the ferromagnet depends on the direction of the applied current with
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respect to the magnetization alignment. The difference in resistance between the
current running perpendicular or parallel to the magnetization direction leads to
the well known cos2 ϑ dependence of the resistance. Here ϑ denotes the angle of
magnetization with respect to the applied current. Introducing ρ⊥ and ρ‖ as the
resistances for ϑ = 90◦, 270◦ and ϑ = 0◦, 180◦, one receives for a current ~j applied
to a ferromagnet as the expression for the electric field ~E:
~E = ρ⊥
[
~j −
(
mˆ ·~j
)
· mˆ
]
+ ρ‖
(
mˆ ·~j
)
· mˆ+RAHEmˆ×~j, (2.25)
where mˆ denotes the unity vector of the magnetization ~M . Excluding the last
term - the AHE contribution - equation 2.25 simplifies to
~E = ρ⊥~j +
(
ρ‖ − ρ⊥
) (
mˆ ·~j
)
· mˆ (2.26)
Similar to the substitution used for changing from Hall to Nernst effects, we
substitute ~j with ~∇T and ρ‖,⊥ are exchanged by the Seebeck coefficients S‖,⊥.
Thus, equation 2.26 transforms to:
~E = S⊥~∇T +
(
S‖ − S⊥
) (
mˆ · ~∇T
)
· mˆ (2.27)
Using the Seebeck tensor S, the electric field ~E can also be expressed by:
ExEy
Ez
 =
Sxx Sxy SxzSyx Syy Syz
Szx Szy Szz
 ·
∇Tx∇Ty
∇Tz
 (2.28)
In order to evaluate the matrix elements Si,j in a way that relates to our ex-
perimental quantities, we express mˆ = sinϕ cosϑxˆ + sinϕ sinϑyˆ + cosϕzˆ and
~∇T = ∇Txxˆ+∇Tyyˆ +∇Tz zˆ, where xˆ,yˆ,zˆ are the unity vectors along the princi-
ple axes, ϑ the angle of mˆ in the x-y-plane with respect to the -x-axis and ϕ the
angle of mˆ with respect to the z-axis. Using these expressions and equation 2.27
and 2.28, the Seebeck tensor can be written as:
S = (S‖−S⊥)
 sin
2 ϕ cos2 ϑ − sin2 ϕ sinϑ cosϑ − sinϕ cosϕ cosϑ
− sin2 ϕ cosϑ sinϑ sin2 ϕ sin2 ϑ cosϕ sinϕ sinϑ
− sinϕ cosϕ cosϑ cosϕ sinϕ sinϑ cos2 ϕ
+S⊥1
(2.29)
Equation 2.27 and 2.29 describe the thermal analogue to the AMR. Since it
belongs to the magneto-thermoelectric effects and since the thermoelectric power
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Figure 2.4: (a) Measurement geometry for the transversal AMTEP with the magne-
tization ~M in the x-y-plane, ~∇T along the x-axis and ϑ the angle of ~M with respect
to the -x-axis. (b) Angle dependence of the measured transversal voltage. A0 denotes
the signal amplitude, c displays a random offset voltage.
(TEP) is a well known expression, we call this effect the anisotropic magneto-
thermoelectric power or short the AMTEP.
2.3.2 Planar Nernst effect or the transverse anisotropic
magneto-thermoelectric power
In a normal AMR measurement using the 4-point-technique, a current ~j is driven
through an in-plane magnetized ferromagnet and the voltage is measured along
the direction of ~j. However, if the voltage is probed perpendicular to the current
~j, a voltage signal
Vy ∝ sinϑ cosϑ (2.30)
can be measured (resulting from Eq. 2.26) [36]. This effect was somewhat mis-
leadingly called the planar Hall effect since an in-plane magnetization and an
in-plane current generate an in-plane voltage. However, the effect originates from
the spin orbit interaction in the ferromagnet and is the transversal component of
the AMR so that it is more useful to call it the transversal AMR.
Again, there is a thermal analogue to this effect: The so called planar Nernst
effect [37] or transverse AMTEP. Let us use equation 2.28 and 2.29 and assume
a voltage measurement along the y-direction, so that only Ey contributes to the
signal and therefore only three of the nine matrix elements are important for the
further discussion:
Ey =
(
Syx Syy Syz
)
·
∇Tx∇Ty
∇Tz
 (2.31)
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Moreover, assuming the temperature gradient is applied along the x-axis and the
magnetization lies in the x-y-plane (ϕ = 90◦), as sketched in Fig. 2.4(a), equation
2.31 simplifies to
Ey = Syx · ∇Tx = −(S‖ − S⊥)∇Tx sinϑ cosϑ (2.32)
the planar Nernst effect. In order to be consistent with the transverse AMR
mentioned above, this effect is going to be called the transverse component of
the AMTEP (or short the AMTEP). It should be pointed out that the angu-
lar dependence of Ey (respectively Vy), sketched in Fig. 2.4(b), has a maximum
amplitude A0 at angles of ϑ = 45◦ and ϑ = 135◦.
2.4 The spin Seebeck effect
Apart from the magneto-thermoelectric effects mentioned in the previous sec-
tions, the spin Seebeck effect (SSE) was discovered in 2008 by Uchida et al. [7].
There, a temperature gradient produces a spin current in a ferromagnetic ma-
terial. This spin current is then transformed to a measurable voltage using the
inverse spin Hall effect in a NM attached to the ferromagnet. Since the first
observation the research field of spin caloritronics has attracted a lot of attention
and the existence of the SSE was published in a variety of materials [38–44].
Nevertheless, origin and quantity of this effect are still heavily under discussion.
Especially parasitic effects obscuring the clear observation of the spin Seebeck
effect are one major point of this discussion [40,45]. In the following sections we
first concentrate on the observations of the Spin Seebeck effect made so far and
then provide an overview of the evolution of the theoretical explanation. Finally,
we will discuss some critical points.
2.4.1 The transverse spin Seebeck effect
In 2008, Uchida et al. [7] published for the first time the existence of the spin
Seebeck effect in a transverse geometry as sketched in Fig. 2.5. A temperature
gradient ~∇T was applied in the plane of a Permalloy layer and a voltage was
measured at the ends of a Pt strip attached to the Py layer perpendicular to the
temperature gradient. It was supposed that a spin current ~jS flows along ~∇T
and is converted to a voltage signal in the Pt strip utilizing the ISHE. To be
more precise, ~jS carries a polarization ~σ parallel to the magnetization vector of
the ferromagnetic layer ~M along ~∇T applied in x-direction. This spin current
then enters (perpendicular to the sample plane along the z-axis) the Pt detector
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Figure 2.5: Schematic overview of the TSSE. An in-plane temperature gradient in
an in-plane magnetized ferromagnetic system leads to a lateral varying spin imbalance
and to a spin current ~jS entering an attached NM detector strip. The polarization ~σ of
~jS is parallel to the magnetization ~M . Due to the ISHE the spin current is converted
to an electro motive force which builds up a voltage signal at the ends of the detector
strip (indicated by + and −). One key feature of the TSSE is a sign change of ~jS when
moving the detector strip from the hot to the cold side of the sample.
strip and transforms to an electric field in y-direction following the equation of
the ISHE:
~EISHE = θISHE~jS × σˆ (2.33)
This electric field builds up an electrical voltage Vy picked up at the ends of
the Pt strip. One of the key features of the TSSE is the change of polarity of
Vy when moving the strip from the hot to the cold side of the sample and a
vanishing signal exactly in the middle between both sides. Besides this lateral
dependence, Vy scales linearly with the temperature difference ∆T . To prove
that the observed signals are related to the spin current entering the Pt strip,
Uchida et al. performed measurements without the Pt strip directly on the Py
and found no signal [7]. Additionally, the angular dependence on the external
magnetic field follows a cosine dependence in good agreement with equation 2.33.
After the discovery of the TSSE in Py on Al2O3 the effect has been observed in Fe,
Ni, NiFe layers on MgO and Al2O3 substrates [38]. Next to the metallic materials
the TSSE is also observable in insulating ferromagnets. Uchida et al. observed
all main features of the TSSE in a YIG layer on a GGG substrate leaving an
open question of the role of the conduction electrons [39].
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In the meantime, Jaworski et al. performed measurements with the diluted mag-
netic semiconductor GaMnAs and made, at first sight, similar observations: A
changing signal when moving from hot to cold side and the same angle depen-
dencies as Uchida et al. where detected. Nevertheless, in their experiments the
signal was still observable without the Pt detector strip which, as they claim,
is related to a higher spin orbit coupling in the GaMnAs itself [40]. One new
point observed on GaMnAs was the conservation of the signal when introducing
gaps in the ferromagnetic layer. The authors suggested an important role of the
phonons in the substrate which, in their case, was GaAs. The observation of an
Umklapp-peak at low temperatures supports their suggestions.
2.4.2 The longitudinal spin Seebeck effect
Besides the original configuration with an in-plane temperature gradient, mea-
surements have been performed in FM/NM bilayers with a temperature gradient
applied out-of-plane as sketched in Fig. 2.6. This more simple layout is called the
longitudinal configuration. It was first measured in a Pt/YIG bilayer on a GGG
substrate. There Uchida et al. observed a voltage signal proportional to the ap-
plied temperature gradient [43]. Furthermore the signal vanishes when changing
the alignment of the external magnetic field from perpendicular to parallel to the
voltage measurement as expected from equation 2.33. Next to YIG the LSSE
has been measured in several other materials [41–44]. However, the LSSE is re-
stricted to insulating materials since the configuration of ~∇T perpendicular to ~M
comes along with the anomalous Nernst effect which in conductors is obscuring
the measured LSSE signals.
2.4.3 Evolution of theory
After this overview of the observation of the SSE in different configurations and
materials we now focus on the theoretical description of the SSE. In the first
work about the TSSE in Py films by Uchida et al. [7] the authors suggested that
the spin dependent chemical potentials µ↑,↓ have different dependencies on the
temperature, so that in general µ↑(T ) 6= µ↓(T ). Furthermore, since the SSE is
vanishing in the middle of the sample, µ↑ = µ↓ at this point and the chemical
potentials look like two crossing lines with the crossing point in the middle of the
sample as sketched in Fig. 2.7(a). Thus, when applying a temperature gradient to
the ferromagnet, a spin imbalance is generated and diffuses into the Pt detector
strip. This model had to be neglected since the spin diffusion length of Py is in
the range of a few nm and a spin current could only generate a spin imbalance
within a few nm to the edge of the sample and not along the mm scaled sample
like used in [7].
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Figure 2.6: Schematic overview of the LSSE. An out-of-plane temperature gradient
in an in-plane magnetized ferromagnetic layer leads to an out-of-plane spin current ~jS
entering an attached NM layer. The polarization ~σ of~jS is parallel to the magnetization.
Due to the ISHE the spin current is converted to an electro motive force which builds
up a voltage signal in the NM layer (indicated by + and −).
The observation of the SSE in the ferromagnetic insulator YIG lead to a new
theory of the SSE in insulators as a magnon driven effect. Xiao et al. suggested a
three temperature model including the magnon, phonon and electron temperature
[46]. The spin current entering the detector strip originates from a temperature
imbalance of the magnon temperature in the ferromagnet in comparison to the
electron temperature in the detector strip at the interface between both. This
imbalance then leads to a spin current into the detector strip. The model fits the
experiments for Pt on YIG but fails for metallic systems like Pt on Py. Thus,
at first glance, there were two models: one for metallic and one for insulating
ferromagnetic systems. But there was a lack of a united theory.
After the observations of Jaworski et al. [40] that a gap in the ferromagnetic
layer does not divide the system into two separate parts with hot and cold side
but leaves the observations similar to a closed ferromagnetic layer, the substrate
has to be taken into account. The only possibility to explain the remaining
lateral position information with a discontinuous ferromagnetic layer is to take the
phonons of the substrate into account. The similarity of temperature dependence
of the TSSE signal at low temperatures to the phonon Umklapp-peak supports
the idea of a phonon contribution [47, 48]. Adachi et al. [47] finally included a
phonon magnon drag contribution to the model of the magnon mediated SSE
by Xiao et al. [46]. Fig. 2.7(b) shows the latest theoretical explanation of the
TSSE [47]. The phonons carry the heat along the temperature gradient in the
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Figure 2.7: (a) Sketch of the first theoretical explanation of Uchida et al. with temper-
ature dependent chemical potentials µ(↑),µ(↓) [7]. (b) Sketch of the latest theoretical
picture by Adachi et al. including the substrate phonons [47].
substrate. These phonons then interact with the magnons in the ferromagnetic
layer and a spin current flows across the FM/NM interface into the NM described
by the magnon mediated SSE [46]. Later on, Uchida et al. observed acoustic spin
pumping which shows that a phonon imbalance in the substrate can produce a
spin current across a FM/NM interface [49].
2.4.4 Spin Seebeck effect under discussion
Like in any new research field spin-caloritronics is constantly under evolution
which includs critical voices and some setbacks. As described above, the theoret-
ical explanation of the SSE has changed a few times and may not yet have reached
the final state. Alongside the theoretical evolution some problems and setbacks
occurred on the experimental side. After the first enthusiasm on the observa-
tion of the spin Seebeck effect, no one was able to reproduce the measurements
with Pt/Py. Thus the transverse spin Seebeck effect in metallic systems has so
far only been investigated by one research group in Japan. Even some samples
showing the SSE in Japan did not show any signal in other laboratories [50].
Furthermore, by investigating the transverse voltage signals in a more detailed
way, some other contributions masking the transverse voltage signal turned out
to be very hard to separate from the spin Seebeck effect. These are namely the
anomalous Nernst effect and the AMTEP. Since the AMTEP is always present
in the transverse configuration, small SSE signals may hide behind this effect.
But as the angular dependence of the AMTEP is different to the one of the SSE,
the signals may be separated from each other. In contrast, the ANE does not
contribute in a perfectly transverse configuration where ~∇T and ~M are in the
sample plane. However, small disturbances like an out-of-plane component of
~∇T or ~M can lead to a contribution to the voltage signal with the same angular
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dependence as the spin Seebeck effect. Therefore, to separate the ANE and the
SSE is a challenging task [40, 45]. Up to now there is no consensus about the
existence and the magnitude of the TSSE in metallic systems.
When using insulating ferromagnets, the AMTEP and the ANE can be excluded
at first glance and the signals can be attributed directly to the SSE. Thus at least
the longitudinal spin Seebeck effect seems to be quite solid and could be repro-
duced by other groups [41, 44]. However there is still one open question: When
attaching Pt to a ferromagnetic insulator, e.g. YIG, there may be an induced
magnetization in the first monolayers of the Pt (called the proximity effect).
This would lead to an ANE signal as ~∇T is perpendicular to ~M and the signals
could not be attributed directly to the SSE. X-ray magnetic circular dichroism
(XMCD) spectroscopy measurements have been performed by different groups
and it seems that the proximity effect is depending on the growth conditions of
the Pt layer [51,52]. This point is still under discussion.
2.4.5 The role of the out-of-plane temperature gradient
As described above, the TSSE setup, using metallic ferromagnetic layers, is very
sensitive to an out-of-plane temperature gradient (~∇T )z. As an example, we
estimate (~∇T )z which is sufficient to give rise to a transverse voltage signal in
the order of 1µV for a standard Py sample as used in [7](width: d = 4mm). We
obtain:
Vy = dαANE(~∇T )z cos θ, (2.34)
with ϑ being the angle between the magnetization and the -x-axis. Using αANE =
2.6µV/K for Py [45] a temperature gradient of (~∇T )z = 100 K/m is sufficient to
give a voltage amplitude of about 1µV. Thus, a temperature difference of 1µK
in a 20 nm thick Py layer can sophisticate the TSSE in the µV range. Taking
this high sensitivity into account, the appearance of an out-of-plane temperature
gradient needs to be investigated carefully when performing TSSE measurements.
One often discussed suggestion is to match the thermal conductivities of the
substrate and the ferromagnetic layer. As sketched in Fig. 2.8, a mismatch of the
thermal conductivities results at least in a finite temperature difference between
the substrate and the FM layer when applying an in-plane temperature gradient.
In reality, this temperature difference across the interface may introduce a finite
(~∇T )z in the ferromagnetic layer. However, the thermal conductivities of very
thin layers may differ from in-plane to out-of-plane and furthermore both may be
different from the bulk values in the literature, which is why it is hard to match
substrate and layer. Nevertheless, Al2O3 and MgO seem to be suitable substrates
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Figure 2.8: Schematic picture of a TSSE sample connected to a heat reservoir at both
ends (T1 6=T2). The resistor network shows the electrical analog of the heat transport
alongue the sample. A mismatch of the thermal conductivities leads to a temperature
difference between substrate and ferromagnetic layer.
for Py, Ni and Fe at room temperature as demonstrated in [7,38]. Since the ANE
is restricted to conducting ferromagnetic materials, the TSSE in insulators is not
affected by it. However, it might be possible that the TSSE in insulators is an
artifact of an out-of-plane temperature gradient, which itself then produces a
LSSE signal at the location of the detector strip [53].
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3.1 Setup 1 for bulk Py films
In order to measure the TSSE, the requirements to the setup are at first glance
to produce a stable temperature gradient ~∇T , to apply a magnetic field ~H and to
measure the low voltage signals. Furthermore, in order to investigate the TSSE
in a systematic way it should be possible to change the temperature gradients
and to vary the base temperature of the system. Additionally, while planning
the setup one wants it to be open for further modification, since the field of
spin caloritronics is under constant evolution. Thus, the setup is built up in
a modular way. For the supply of the temperature gradient we decided to use
Peltier elements mounted on a single heat sink connected to a flow cryostat. This
enables the system to operate in a broad temperature range. Since the Peltier
elements may not work sufficiently well at low temperature, the sample holder
carrying the sample and the Peltier elements is designed to be removable so that
it can be changed to a low temperature version. This modification also allows
to mount the sample outside of the setup and to have easy access to the holder
itself. To minimize the influences of convection and to isolate the inner part
from the surrounding, the cryostat is mounted in a vacuum chamber. Finally,
a pair of Helmholtz coils supplies a rather homogeneous magnetic field at the
sample location and is mounted around the vacuum chamber. In the following
we concentrate on the main parts of the setup which are the sample holder and
the vacuum chamber.
3.1.1 Sample holder
The inner core of the setup consists of the head of the cryostat and the attached
sample holder. This holder carries the two Peltier elements, the thermal sensors
and all electrical connections for these devices. As shown in Fig. 3.1, the holder
has a base plate including the electrical connections. On top of this plate two Cu
blocks, adjustable in distance, carry two Peltier elements. In order to ensure a
homogeneous temperature profile on the top of the Peltier elements, two Cu pads
are glued to the top. These Cu pads are also thermally connected to the Pt-100
sensors which are used for the temperature control. To this level, all connections
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Figure 3.1: Inner part of the setup. Two Cu blocks (A), carrying the Peltier elements
(B), are attached to a common base plate (C). Two Cu-pads (D) are attached to the
top of the Peltier elements ensuring a homogeneous temperature profile. The Pt 100
sensors (E) and the sample (F) are glued onto the Cu-pads with conducting silver paste.
The Peltier elements and the Pt 100 sensors are electrically supplied from the bottom
(G) while the voltage measuring lines (H) run to a copper bridge (I). The signal is
picked up by two spring contacts (J).
are provided by the base plate and run to the bottom of the cryostat. In order
to ensure a minimal influence of these supply wires to the measuring signal, the
voltage measuring lines run to the top of the setup. With this lateral separation
a decoupling of the voltage measurement to the temperature control is provided.
In detail, the Au bond wires coming from the sample are glued to a 0.2mm
thick ceramic circuit board soldered onto a thermally isolated Cu bridge. This
bridge ensures a homogeneous temperature profile of the contact area and reduces
Seebeck voltages originating from different contact temperatures. Finally, this
signal is picked up by two gold spring probes and is fed through the top of the
chamber.
3.1.2 Vacuum chamber
The vacuum chamber fulfills three main tasks: It prevents convection, isolates
the cryostat from the surrounding and shields the inner parts electrically from
the surrounding. The chamber consists of two parts: a 10mm thick walled Alu-
minum tube carrying the cryostat and a removable Aluminum cap. The system
is pumped via the cryostat and a base pressure of 10−6 mbar can be reached. In
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order to ensure easy access for the cooling line from the Nitrogen/Helium reser-
voir into the cryostat the chamber is lifted up by an Aluminum frame. At the
chamber all feed-throughs except for the voltage measuring lines are implemented
in the bottom part of the cryostat, separating the Peltier elements from the tem-
perature measurement. As described above, the voltage signal is picked up by
two spring probes. These probes provide contact to a circuit board (in the first
version) carrying a preamplifier or simply contact to the feed-throughs. Thus, the
cap provides access to the sample holder and contacts the Cu bridge for the low
voltage measurements. The thick walled Aluminum chamber ensures a homoge-
neous temperature profile and buffers - due to its heat capacity - fluctuations in
the surrounding temperature. Around the chamber a rotatable table carries a
pair of Helmholtz coils. Finally, the top of the setup is housed in an Aluminum
cage, which is designed to shield the setup further from the surrounding.
3.2 Setup 2 for suspended Py layers
For the investigation of the suspended Py films on SiNx membranes we use a
different setup (Setup 2). The samples (as will be explained in section 3.3.2)
already include the heater and bond pads for electrical connections so that there
is no need to supply a temperature gradient from the sides of the setup. Due to
this reason and due to the size of the samples we decided to measure the samples
in an already existing cryo system which is designed for magneto-resistance mea-
surements. It delivers an insulation vacuum of at least 10−6 mbar as well as stable
temperature conditions. Furthermore, it shares the same measuring geometry as
the bulk setup (also see Fig. 3.4).
3.3 Samples
For a better overview, in this section the samples used in this thesis are catego-
rized. In principle, two main types of samples have been used: There are the Py
films deposited on MgO and GaAs bulk substrates and the suspended Py layers
grown on SiNx membranes as shown in the following.
3.3.1 Py films on bulk substrates
The samples on bulk substrates used in this thesis are partly produced at the Uni-
versity of Regensburg in a sputtering/evaporation system and partly supplied by
Daniel Meier from the University of Bielefeld. Both setups operate at a base
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Figure 3.2: Overview of the different sample types and layouts used in Setup 1.
pressure of 10−8 mbar and provide the shadow mask sputtering technique. All
measurements are done at four main types of samples displayed in Fig. 3.2. All
of them share the Py layer but can differ in size, substrate and detector material.
In the following, the samples will be referred to these different types:
• Type A: A 20 nm thick Py layer is evaporated on a 10mm× 4mm and
0.5mm thick MgO substrate. Without breaking the vacuum, a 100µm
wide and 10 nm thick Pt or Cu strip is deposited on the Py layer. The strip
is located about 3mm away from one edge.
• Type B: Similar to Type A, but the Py layer was sputtered through a
shadow mask and covers an area of 7.5mm × 4mm of the MgO substrate.
• Type C: A 20 nm thick and 4mm wide Py layer is deposited onto a 12mm×
8mm and 0.6mm thick intrinsic GaAs substrate. Without breaking the
vacuum, a 20 nm thick and 100µm wide Pt strip, including two Pt contact
lines, is sputter deposited on top through a shadow mask. This creates the
possibility to contact the Pt strip at one end of the sample and thus to
neglect any influence of the contact wires to the temperature profile of the
sample.
• Type D: As a reference sample, we use a sample of Type A without the
Pt detector strip. On the pure Py layer, two Au contact pads of about
100µm× 100µm are structured using a Ti adhesion layer.
Before mounting the samples to the sample holder, two 50µm Au bond wires are
glued to the ends of the detector strip / pads with electrically conducting silver
epoxy and a contact area of about 100µm× 200µm. After checking the contacts
the sample is glued to the Cu pads with conducting silver paste as shown in
Fig. 3.1.
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Figure 3.3: (a) Scheme of the suspended Py layers on SiNx membranes. The mem-
brane carries two Pt detector strips, one close to the heater, the other one close to the
heat bath, as well as an Au heater meander and a Pt thermometer. The Au heater and
the Pt thermometer are electrically isolated from the Py layer. (b) SEM picture of the
suspended Py layer on a 500× 500µm2 SiNx membrane.
3.3.2 Py films on SiNx membranes
The suspended Py films on SiNx membranes have been produced by Sasmita
Srichandan at the University of Regensburg. Fig. 3.3 illustrates the sample design
and shows a SEM picture obtained from one of the samples. We use 500µm×
500µm large and 100 nm thick SiNx membranes on Si substrates. On top of these,
20nm of Py and 10 nm of Pt are deposited by sputtering in-situ at a base pressure
of 10−8 mbar. Then, two 20µm wide Pt strips are structured by removing the
maintaining Pt layer by Ar etching. Contacts to these Pt detector strips are
produced by a subsequent e-beam lithography step. Then, an Au meandering
heater wire as well as two Pt thermometers are structured on top of the Py layer.
The heater and the Pt thermometers are electrically isolated from the Py film
using a 30nm thick Al2O3 insulating layer which is deposited in an atomic layer
deposition (ALD) process. Finally, the regions of the membrane located at the
sides have been milled away using focused ion beam (FIB) etching in order to
thermally isolate the device from the heat sink and to provide a homogeneous
temperature gradient between the heater and the heat sink.
3.4 Measurement and data processing
In the following, the measuring process as well as the processing of the measured
data is going to be described. At the end, some key features of the experimental
data will be explained.
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Figure 3.4: Sketch of the measurement geometry. The temperature gradient is applied
along the x-axis and can be varied in magnitude and sign. The magnetic field can be
swept from -4.5mT to 4.5mT at various angles of θ with respect to the -x-axis. The
voltage is probed along the y-axis.
3.4.1 Measurement and geometry
The basic method in SSE measurements is to apply a thermal gradient along
the sample and to record the voltage while sweeping the magnetic field. Fig. 3.4
displays the orientations in our setup. The temperature gradient ~∇T is always
applied in the x-direction but can be reversed. The voltage Vy is probed along the
y direction at the ends of the detector strip. xstrip denotes the distance between
the detector strip and the heat reservoir T1. The magnetic field is swept from
-4.5mT to +4.5mT at various angles θ with respect to the -x-axis. The sweep
steps are set to 0.05mT and averaged to 0.1mT. In practice, an integration time
of about 1 s per data point and averaging over 8 magnetic sweeps per angle θ
turned out to be the best parameters for high signal to noise ratio and low drift.
In a standard dataset, θ is rotated in steps of 30◦ which is the best compromise
between angle resolution and measurement time. With these parameters, one
dataset consumes about 12 hours of measuring time and can be performed over
night with most stable conditions.
Fig. 3.5 shows a typical dataset for a temperature difference of 50K between the
two Cu pads. The strip of the type B sample is located at the hot side and
the temperatures of the Peltier elements have been set to T1= 343K and T2=
293K. The sweeps range from −4.5mT to 4.5mT and θ is rotated in steps of
30◦. The dataset shows three main features. The distinct peak dip structure of
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Figure 3.5: Transverse voltage Vy vs. magnetic field and angle θ. −4.5mT ≤ µ0H ≤
4.5mT, T1=343K and T2=293K. The noise level in each sweep is 10 nV. Sample type
B (Pt/Py/MgO), xstrip = 1mm.
the single voltage traces around µ0H ≈ 0mT and an oscillation of the baseline
(saturation values) with a period of 180◦. Besides these two dominant parts, a
small difference near the saturation values for the positive µ0H > 0mT and the
negative µ0H < 0mT branch of the voltage traces is observed.
3.4.2 Data processing
In order to separate the above contributions to the signal, the sweeps are divided
into three parts:
The negative branch near saturation with µ0H ≤ −4 mT.
The positive branch near saturation with µ0H ≥ 4 mT.
And the middle part with −4 mT ≥ µ0H ≤ 4 mT.
For now, we neglect the middle part and concentrate on the left and right
branches. At first, we average over the two branches and obtain:
V− = 〈Vy(µ0H ≤ −4 mT)〉 (3.1)
V+ = 〈Vy(µ0H ≥ 4 mT)〉 (3.2)
In order to get a measure of the base line, we calculate
A = 12 (V− + V+) (3.3)
and for the difference we take
∆ = V− − V+ (3.4)
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The red line shows the ∆0 cos θ fit; Sample type B (Pt/Py/MgO), xstrip = 1mm.
By performing these steps for each angle θ we obtain A(θ) and ∆(θ) as shown in
Fig. 3.6. The error bars display the statistical error of the averaging process. As
discussed in section 2.3.1, the above geometry matches the configuration of the
AMTEP. Since the AMTEP is symmetric with respect to the applied magnetic
field, its contribution is restricted to the average signal A and absent in the
difference ∆. The expected functional dependence A(θ) originating from the
AMTEP is:
A(θ) = 2A0 sin θ cos θ (3.5)
with A0 as the oscillation amplitude. Taking into account that all constant con-
tributions, like the ordinary Seebeck effect or any other offset of Vy, directly
contribute to A, we include an offset constant c:
A(θ) = 2A0 sin θ cos θ + c (3.6)
Fig. 3.6(a) shows a fit of equation 3.6 to the experimental data. Since the data
points perfectly agree with the prediction of the AMTEP and the sin θ cos θ de-
pendence is uniquely connected to the AMTEP, the oscillation of A(θ) can be
purely related to this effect. Concerning ∆(θ) we choose a
∆(θ) = ∆0 cos θ (3.7)
fit function (see Fig. 3.6(b)), with ∆0 = (36± 6) nV as the oscillation amplitude.
This function is motivated by the expected cos θ dependence of the TSSE and
the ANE. The validation of this choice and a detailed discussion on ∆(θ) is given
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Figure 3.7: (a) Polar plot of the energy landscape with respect to the magnetization
angle ϑ. (b) Vy vs. external field for θ = 90◦ extracted from Fig. 3.5. (a)&(b) The
numbers and the black line display the magnetization reversal process.
in section 4.8. The small deviation of ∆(θ) from the cos θ fit seen in Fig. 3.6(b)
can be related to a small parasitic magnetic field also addressed in section 4.8.
3.4.3 The prominent peak dip structure
In the following, we focus on the middle part of the voltage traces. Since the peak
dip structure has a period of 180◦, its origin is most likely the AMTEP. In order
to understand the complex signatures during the magnetization reversal process,
we take a closer look at the measurement for θ = 90◦. Here, the ∆ contribution is
reduced to a minimum and we can concentrate purely on the AMTEP. As shown
in Fig. 3.5, the Py layer has a uniaxial anisotropy with an easy axis at an angle
of about θe = 40◦, originating from a small residual magnetic field during the
deposition process [54,55].
The expected magnetic reversal process for this configuration is sketched in
Fig. 3.7(a) and is described as follows: Starting near negative saturation, the
angle of the magnetization ϑ of the single domain state Py layer with respect
to the -x-axis is aligned along the external magnetic field: ϑ = θ = 90◦ + 180◦.
While reducing
∣∣∣ ~H∣∣∣, ~M starts to rotate counterclockwise from ϑ = θ = 90◦+180◦
to the direction of θe = 220◦, until for ~B = 0 the magnetization is aligned along
θe. When increasing ~H along θ = 90◦, ~M starts to rotate away from θe until it
jumps from about ϑ = 210◦ to about ϑ = 30◦ via formation of a multi domain
state. After the single domain state is recovered, ~M rotates clockwise to its final
position at ϑ = θ = 90◦. During the back sweep, ~M turns in an analogous way
from ϑ = +90◦ to ϑ = 90◦ + 180◦, closing the hysteresis loop with the multi
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domain state.
In order to evaluate the corresponding trace Vy(θ) with respect to the above
magnetization reversal process, we take A0 and c from the fit in Fig. 3.6 as well
as the functional dependence
Vy = 2A0 sinϑ cosϑ+ c (3.8)
Fig. 3.7(a) shows a sketch of the path of ϑ during the upsweep. Fig. 3.7(b) shows
the Vy trace for θ = 90◦ extracted from the measurement shown in Fig. 3.5. By
following the path of ϑ we can construct Vy(θ) in relation to ~H. Starting at point
1 ϑ = 270◦, Vy increases until it reaches its maximum (point 2, ϑ = 225◦) and
then drops down until the switching field is reached (point 3, ϑ = 200◦). Here, ϑ
turns by 180◦ via a multi domain state. After the recovery of the single domain
state, ϑ = 20◦. The rotation of ϑ by 180◦ is not affecting Vy due to its period of
pi. Now following the black arrow in Fig. 3.7(a), Vy increases again until it reaches
its maximum (point 4, ϑ = 45◦) and then relaxes to its starting value (point 5,
ϑ = θ = 90◦).
For different angles θ and θe the curves will look different but are all well explained
by the AMTEP. Meier et al. [56] explain the voltage traces of an identically
prepared sample in a similar way and come to the same result. Thus, the peak
dip structure is arising naturally from the AMTEP.
Looking at Fig. 3.5, for every angle θ the peaks tend to the same value near the
AMTEP maximum. This circumstance is due to the magnetic easy axis being
close to 45◦ where the AMTEP has its maximum. Thus, at zero external field,
~M points along θe which is in our case near the AMTEP maximum.
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4.1 Reversal of the temperature gradient
As described in section 3.4.2, the ∆ signal shows a cos θ dependence which is
consistent with the expected dependence of the TSSE and an amplitude ∆0 in
the range of several tens of nV. Fig. 4.1(a)&(b) show A and ∆ vs. θ extracted from
the data of Fig. 3.5 with T1= 343 K and T2 = 293K. The average value A shows
- as described in detail in section 3.4.2 - a 2A0 sin θ cos θ + c dependence with an
amplitude of 0.8µV. The difference ∆ can be described by ∆0 cos θ consistent with
the expected θ dependence of the TSSE and the ANE. However, the amplitude
of ∆0 = (36± 6)nV is orders smaller in magnitude than expected from [7]. Note
that our measurements are directly comparable to the measurements of Uchida
et al. [7]. In order to test if the cos θ dependence we observe originates from the
TSSE, we reverse the temperature gradient. Fig. 4.1(c)&(d) show A(θ) and ∆(θ)
for T1= 293K and T2 = 343K. As expected, the AMTEP amplitude A0 changes
sign when reversing ∆T :
A0(−∆T ) ≈ −A0(∆T ) (4.1)
In contrast, ∆ only shows a small ∆0 cos θ dependence with ∆0 = (−6 ± 6)nV
compared to the (36± 6) nV for T1= 343K and T2 = 293K.
As seen in Fig. 4.1(d), we observe an oscillation in ∆(θ) of higher frequency with
an amplitude comparable to the noise level. The green lines in Fig. 4.1 indicate
this contribution which, at first sight, can neither be linked to the 2pi period of
the ANE and TSSE nor to the period of pi of the AMTEP. As will be shown later
(section 4.8), this contribution can be explained as an asymmetric artifact of the
symmetric AMTEP signal, obscuring the ∆ signal for higher ∆T . For ∆T ≤ 50K
this contribution does not influence the results of the chosen ∆0 cos θ fit function
within the error limit of 10 nV. Due to this reason we stay with the ∆0 cos θ fit
function and refer to section 4.8 for a detailed discussion on the AMTEP artifacts.
Reverting to the results of the reversed temperature gradient, the ∆0 = (36±6)nV
for the strip located at the hot side and the ∆0 = (−6±6) nV for the strip located
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Figure 4.1: A and ∆ vs. θ for (a)&(b) T1= 343K and T2 = 293K and (c)&(d) T1=
293K and T2 = 343K. The red lines show the 2A0 sin θ cos θ + c and ∆0 cos θ fits;
Sample type B (Pt/Py/MgO), xstrip = 1mm. The green lines indicate an oscillation in
the ∆ signal which will be addressed in section 4.8.
at the cold side are not consistent with the sign reversal of ∆0 expected for the
TSSE. Thus, this behavior cannot be explained by the TSSE alone. One possible
reason could be that the signal is composed of the TSSE and another constant
contribution with the same angular dependence as observed by [40]. This would
lead to an asymmetry of the TSSE signal when moving the strip from hot to
cold. If this additional contribution is of the same magnitude as the TSSE signal
itself, it would reduce or even cancel the signal at one of the sides as observed
here. On the other hand, the cosine shape of ∆ is observed for the strip located
on the hot side and lost at the cold side which is near room temperature (RT).
This could be a hint to an interaction of the measurement with the setup leading
to a systematical error.
The experimental test is to perform measurements without an in-plane tempera-
ture gradient ((~∇T )x = 0) with T1= T2 = 293K and T1= T2 = 343K. The results
are shown in Fig. 4.2. Without an in-plane thermal gradient as the driving force,
A0 ≈ 0 for both cases. This should also be the case for the TSSE. The cosine
dependence in ∆ (∆0 = (5 ± 4) nV) for T1= T2 = 293K (Fig. 4.2(d)) is indeed
close to 0. However, we see a strong cos dependence at elevated base temperature
(T1 = T2 = 343K, Fig. 4.2(b)) with ∆0 = (34 ± 4)nV similar to the strip being
located at the hot side (T1= 343K and T2 = 293K, Fig.4.1(b)). This unambigu-
ously demonstrates that the signal cannot originate from the TSSE, as the TSSE
should be absent for (~∇T )x = 0 [7,38]. This leaves the following question: What
is the origin of the cosine dependence of the difference signal ∆?
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Figure 4.2: A and ∆ vs. θ for (a)&(b) T1= 343K and T2 = 343K and (c)&(d) T1=
293K and T2 = 293K. The red lines show the 2A0 sin θ cos θ + c and ∆0 cos θ fits;
Sample type B (Pt/Py/MgO), xstrip = 1mm.
4.2 Spurious anomalous Nernst effect contribution
One possible and most likely candidate for the origin of this cosine dependence is
the ANE. As described in section 2.2.2, the origin of an ANE contribution has to
be a finite out-of-plane temperature gradient (~∇T )z 6= 0. One reason for this out-
of-plane ~∇T might be an imbalance of the thermal conductivities as addressed
in section 2.4.5. However, in this case one would expect a reversal of (~∇T )z
when reversing (~∇T )x and thus an inverted ANE signal. This is not observed.
Additionally, in the case of (~∇T )x = 0 there is no driving force for (~∇T )z and
thus no ANE. In contrast, we observe a TSSE/ANE like signal at (~∇T )x = 0 at
elevated base temperatures. This proves that in our measurements, the possible
mismatch of the thermal conductivities is not producing a considerable (~∇T )z
inside the Py layer.
The next option to introduce a perpendicular temperature gradient ((~∇T )z 6= 0)
in the sample is the interaction of the sample with the surrounding setup. This
option may explain the missing cos(θ) contributions to ∆ near RT and their
observation at higher temperatures. Since we measure in vacuum with the lack
of convection cooling, the only possibility to introduce (~∇T )z 6= 0 is the heat
transfer via the Au bond wires and the interaction of the sample with the vacuum
chamber via surface to surface radiation.
4.3 Varying the base temperature
To verify the idea of a thermal coupling of the sample to the setup, datasets at
different base temperatures and different temperature gradients are measured.
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T1(K) T2(K) ∆T (K) ∆0(nV) A0(µV)
323 273 +50 19±5 0.95±0.05
273 323 -50 -16±4 -0.65±0.05
343 293 +50 36±6 1.40±0.04
293 343 -50 -6±6 -1.25±0.03
373 323 +50 87±12 0.78±0.1
323 373 -50 20±8 -1.01±0.07
403 353 +50 118±9 0.44±0.34
353 403 -50 36±5 -0.72±0.06
283 283 0 -11±3 -0.09±0.06
293 293 0 4±4 -0.02±0.04
343 343 0 34±3 0.01±0.07
Table 4.1: ∆0 and A0 for several pairs of T1 and T2. T1 − T2 is either +50K, −50K
or 0K.
In detail, a temperature difference of +50K, 0K and -50K is applied between
the Cu-pads and measured for different pairs of T1 and T2 as listed in table
4.1. The measurements complete the picture of section 4.1. We can observe
a TSSE like signal which, in general, does not change sign for reversed (~∇T )x
and has amplitude values in the same order of magnitude even for (~∇T )x =
0. Furthermore, the signal increases for higher T1, giving further evidence of a
coupling to the surrounding. In contrast, A0 is changing sign for opposite (~∇T )x
and vanishes for (~∇T )x = 0.
To get a better view of the data, we plot ∆0 and A0 in respect to T1, the tem-
perature of the Cu-pad next to the strip in Fig. 4.3(a). However, in the picture
of the sample interacting with the setup as described in section 4.2, it is not T1
that determines the thermal exchange to the surrounding, but the temperature
on the sample at the position of the strip Tstrip which should be the relevant
temperature. This means that for T1 being the cold side Tstrip is higher than T1
and for T1 being the hot side Tstrip is lower than T1. Since the strip is located
at about 1mm distance from the edge of the Cu Pad and the gap between both
Cu-Pads is xgap = 7mm, Tstrip can be estimated by the equation
Tstrip = T1 +
[
tloss − xstrip
xgap
(1 + 2tloss)
]
(T1 − T2) (4.2)
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Figure 4.3: (a) ∆0 vs. T1 for three different ∆T . The inset shows A0 vs. T1. (b)
Same data as (a) but the data is referenced to Tstrip using two different loss coefficients
tloss = 0.25 and tloss = 0.1; Sample type: B (Pt/Py/MgO), xstrip = 1mm.
where tloss = ∆Tloss/(T1 − T2) is introduced as a dimensionless factor for the
thermal losses at the contacts of the sample to the Cu-Pads. In reference mea-
surements, thermocouples have been attached at the ends of a dummy sample in
order to determine the thermal losses at the gluing interfaces and at least 10 per-
cent up to 25 percent (tloss = 0.1−0.25) of ∆T is lost at one interface. The losses
are symmetrically distributed to both gluing interfaces. With this knowledge, we
can reference the data of table 4.1 to a realistic temperature of the strip Tstrip.
The data for tloss = 0.25 and tloss = 0.1 are plotted in fig 4.3b. The data points
for ∆T = +50K (in comparison to fig 4.3a) shift horizontally to the left and
the data points for ∆T = -50K shift to the right. As displayed in fig 4.3b this
leads to a vertical gap between the two (~∇T )x directions. Thus, for one certain
Tstrip there is an up or down shift of the data points for ±(~∇T )x with respect to
the (~∇T )x = 0 data points. Since there is little difference for the vertical shift
between tloss = 0.25 and tloss = 0.1, in the following we relate to tloss = 0.25 as
the upper limit of the shift.
In summary, when relating the measured data to Tstrip, the difference signal
∆0 shows increasing values for increasing Tstrip. This dependence seems to be
independent of an applied temperature gradient. Additionally, the data points
are shifted up or down for opposite (~∇T )x with respect to the (~∇T )x = 0 data
points. This shift may be related to the TSSE as it shows one of its main features,
the change of sign when reversing (~∇T )x. Nevertheless, the signal is of the order
of a few tens of nV and thus orders smaller than reported for similar measurements
by Uchida et al. [7].
Thus, until now there are two questions left open: What is the origin of the
monotonous dependence of ∆0 on Tstrip? Is the vertical shift feature related to
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the TSSE? These two main points are addressed in the following.
4.4 The influence of the electrical contacts
In section 4.2, the coupling of the sample to the surrounding is described as a
possible reason for the finite ∆0 values for (~∇T )x = 0. This coupling may at
first glance be mediated by the Au contact wires. In order to check whether the
contact wires influence the measurements, we change the sample layout to type
C which creates the possibility to contact the Pt strip at the end of the sample
(as shown in Fig. 4.4(a)) and thus to neglect any influence of the contact wires
to the temperature profile of the sample.
Fig. 4.4(b) shows the results for several pairs of T1 and T2. Again, A0 changes
sign for reversed (~∇T )x and vanishes for (~∇T )x = 0. However, its value of about
0.4µV is smaller in comparison to the data obtained for samples on the MgO
substrate. Since the AMTEP is very sensitive to the layer thickness [57] and since
the sample was prepared in a different sputtering chamber, a small difference in
the layer thickness of the Py layer due to calibration errors of the deposition
rates is a possible reason for this deviation. The difference signal ∆0 exhibits
qualitatively the same dependence on Tstrip as observed for the sample with a
directly contacted Pt detector strip. We observe finite values for (~∇T )x = 0,
increasing for greater Tstrip and a shift of the data points for ±(~∇T )x. This
proves that the contact leads cannot be the origin of a finite (~∇T )z and yet
another mechanism must thermally connect the sample to the surrounding. As
mentioned before, surface to surface radiation is a possible reason and is therefore
addressed in the next section.
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Figure 4.4: (a) Schematic of the sample mounting and electrical contacting of type
C samples. (b) ∆0 vs. Tstrip for three different ∆T . The inset shows A0 vs. Tstrip.
Sample type C (Pt/Py/GaAs), xstrip = 1mm.
4.5 Thermal radiation model
Since we do not observe a significant change when changing the contact conditions
to the detector strip, radiation cooling/heating of the sample producing a finite
(~∇T )z and thus an ANE contribution to ∆ is expected. As there is no possibility
to directly measure this contribution, a Finite Element Model (FEM), calculated
in COMSOL, is used. The major challenge is the extreme aspect ratio of 10−6
between the lateral dimension in the mm scale and the layer thicknesses in the
nm scale. At first, a 2D model, as sketched in Fig. 4.5(a), is used. The drawback
of this model is the long computation time and the limited resolution along
the z-direction due to a limited finite element size. Therefore, the thickness of
the Py layer cannot be set to 20nm but is limited to a few 100 nm. In order to
circumvent these computational limitations, we switched to a 1D model as shown
in Fig. 4.5(b). We carefully checked the results for our strip position and found
that this model is in good agreement with the 2D model. Only close to the Cu
pads at each of the sample sides, where the heat flow has a large z component,
the models differ.
After developing the FEM, the calculation for the different Tstrip used in the
measurements is performed and (~∇T )z inside the Py layer is determined. As
shown in Fig. 4.6(a), (~∇T )z increases monotonically with increasing Tstrip with
values from about -2 to 10K/m. This means that the radiation cooling effect
leads to a temperature difference of the order of 100 nK from top to bottom
in the 20 nm thick Py layer. Taking equation 2.22 and the sample dimensions
into account, the calculated (~∇T )z can be connected to the expected ∆0 values
originating from the ANE using
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Figure 4.5: (a) Schematic of the 2D FEM model including surface to surface radia-
tion indicated by yellow arrows. (b) Detailed view of the 1D FEM simulation model
including materials and boundary conditions.
∆0 =
∫ l
0
Eydy = αANEl(~∇T )z (4.3)
with l being the width of the Py layer, i.e. the length of the detector strip, which
in our case is 4mm. The results are plotted together with the data from Fig. 4.3
for the Pt/Py/MgO sample in Fig. 4.6(b). It turns out that 100 nK per 20 nm
are sufficiently high to produce voltages of the order of the measured data. Also,
the dependence on Tstrip fits to our measurements quite well. However, it has
to be mentioned that our simple black body model may vary in magnitude by
some factor, but despite this point, the FEM model is in good agreement with
the measured data and explains the overall slope of the data points, especially
the finite values of ∆0 for increasing Tstrip. Nevertheless, the model is not able to
explain the vertical shift of the data points for opposite (~∇T )x. Thus, this shift
may still originate from the TSSE.
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Figure 4.6: (a) Simulated out-of-plane temperature gradient (~∇T )z vs. Tstrip. (b) ∆0
vs. Tstrip from fig 4.3 including the calculated ANE for (~∇T )z from (a).
4.6 Control measurements
In this section, the possible contribution of the TSSE to the ∆0 signal, represented
by the vertical shift of the ∆0 for ±(~∇T )x, is addressed. We find that the shift
occurs for MgO as well as for GaAs substrates and cannot be explained by the
FEM model including the ANE and the out-of-plane temperature gradient. To
test whether the contribution arises from the ISHE inside the Pt detector strip,
two control measurements are performed. One exchanging the Pt strip with a Cu
strip (sample type A) and the other one measuring the voltage directly on the Py
layer (contacted with Au pads, sample type D). For the first control experiment
Cu was chosen as a metal with extremely low spin orbit interaction/long spin
diffusion length [58,59] and thus low spin Hall angle and no measurable ISHE. In
Fig. 4.7(a) we show the results for the Cu detector strip. A0 shows the familiar
picture and ∆0 also shows the familiar vertical shift for ±(~∇T )x. This proves
that this reversing signal is not related to the TSSE but has to be of different
origin.
In order to check if the detector strip itself influences the measurements, we
use two Au contact pads in order to directly contact the Py layer. Fig. 4.7(b)
shows the results for these measurements which again exhibit qualitatively the
same dependencies for A0 and ∆0. At the end of the measurement series on
Py a loss of thermal contact is observed. Consequently all affected data points
have been deleted. The data points displayed in brackets in Fig. 4.7(b) display the
beginning loss of thermal contact and thus are of lower magnitude than expected.
Nevertheless, we obtain enough data to observe that the values of A0 and ∆0 are
a factor of 2 larger in comparison to the measurements with detector strip. This
increase can be explained by the missing electrical short circuit of the detector
strip itself. Since the measured voltages do not arise from spin orbit effects in
the detector strip (as shown in this section), but are generated in the Py layer,
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Figure 4.7: ∆0 vs. Tstrip for three different ∆T . The insets show A0 vs. Tstrip.
(a) Sample type A (Cu/Py/MgO), xstrip = 1mm. (b) Sample type D (Py/MgO),
xstrip = 1mm. The data points in brackets display the start of loss of thermal contact.
the attached detector strip allows a back flow of electrons and thus reduces the
measured voltages.
4.7 Varying the temperature difference at fixed
strip temperature
We have demonstrated that the finite ∆0 for ∆T = 0 is related to an out-of-plane
temperature gradient. After the control experiments without Pt, we know that
the additional vertical shift is not related to the TSSE. In order to investigate the
origin of this shift, we increase the in-plane temperature gradient (~∇T )x, leaving
Tstrip fixed once for the strip located at the hot side and once for it being located
at the cold side. By solving equation 4.2 for T2, one obtains the temperature
pairs T1 and T2 fulfilling this condition:
T2 = T1 − (Tstrip − T1)[
tloss − xstripxgap (1 + 2tloss)
] (4.4)
Taking the maximum temperature range of T1 and T2 of about 283K to 413K and
tloss up to 25% into account, we choose for the hot side a Tstrip of 360K and for
the cold side a Tstrip of 323 K. The temprature pairs T1 and T2 are calculated by
assuming xstrip = 1.5mm and xgap = 7mm. However, the control measurements
after opening the chamber reveal a xstrip of 0.8mm. This discrepancy of xstrip
leads to a shift of Tstrip for bigger ∆T . Nevertheless, we can express the functional
dependence of Tstrip(∆T ):
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Figure 4.8: (a) ∆0 vs. ∆T for two different Tstrip. The inset shows A0 vs. ∆T .
Sample type B (Pt/Py/MgO), xstrip ≈ 1 mm. The pink and light blue lines are guides
to the eye. (b) Copy of Fig. 4.3, Sample type B (Pt/Py/MgO), xstrip ≈ 1 mm. The
pink and light blue arrows display the data of (a)(constant Tstrip) in the constant ∆T
regime of (b).
Tstrip(∆T ) = Tstrip(∆T = 0K) + 0.08∆T (4.5)
As shown in the following, when taking this dependence into account the system-
atic error does not change the conclusion of the measurements.
Fig. 4.8(a) presents the measured A0 and ∆0 values for the two different Tstrip.
For ∆T = 0 A0 is expected to be zero and increase/decrease linearly with ∆T
for the hot/cold side, independent from Tstrip in this temperature regime. The
inset of Fig. 4.8(a) shows exactly this linear dependence of A0 values for the two
different Tstrip. ∆0 shows a linear dependence on ∆T with a big scatter and in-
creasing error above ∆T ≈ 60K. This agrees with the expected increase/decrease
with ∆T for the hot/cold side, but Fig. 4.8(a) reveals two different ∆0 values for
∆T = 0. Taking the measurements from section 4.3, where we varied Tstrip for
fixed ∆T , into account, the different values of ∆0 for ∆T = 0 originate from
the dependence of ∆0 on Tstrip due to the ANE. In Fig. 4.8(b) we display the
measurements from section 4.3(Fig. 4.3).
In order to be able to compare both measurements one needs to remind that,
in this section, we vary ∆T for fixed Tstrip and in section 4.3 Tstrip is varied for
fixed ∆T . Only in the case of ∆T = 0 the data points (highlighted by circles in
Fig. 4.8(a)) can be directly moved from Fig. 4.8(a) to Fig. 4.8(b). The other data
points of Fig. 4.8(a) can be indicated in 4.8(b) by the two arrows. These arrows
start at ∆0 |∆T=0,Tstrip=360 K and ∆0 |∆T=0,Tstrip=323K and display the increasing and
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decreasing ∆0 values for increasing |∆T |. For constant Tstrip these arrows point
vertically up and down (dashed lines in Fig. 4.8(b)). However, here we need to
take into account that due to a systematic error, Tstrip depends slightly on ∆T .
This leads to a tilt of the arrows as shown in Fig. 4.8(a).
So far, the measurements fit well to the data with constant ∆T = −50 K, 0 K, 50 K
and varying Tstrip. However, by having a closer look to the ∆(θ) signal extracted
from the raw data, we observe an additional reproducible signal contribution
(already indicated in section 4.1) in addition to the cos(θ) dependence which is
the reason for the big scatter and error in the cos θ fit for higher ∆T . As shown in
Fig. 4.9, this contribution increases with ∆T . In order to illustrate the deviations
of the data points from the cos(θ) fit (red lines), we included the green lines
which describe the new signal quite well. The fit function of the green line will
be explained in detail in the following.
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Figure 4.9: (a) ∆ vs. θ for decreasing ∆T and Tstrip = 323 K + 0.08∆T (b) ∆ vs. θ
for increasing ∆T and Tstrip = 360 K + 0.08∆T . The red lines show the ∆0 cos θ fits,
the green lines indicate the new arising signal component fitted with the function from
section 4.9; Sample type B (Pt/Py/MgO), xstrip ≈ 1mm.
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4.8 The role of a parasitic in-plane magnetic field
As described above, the ∆ signal cannot be fitted by a pure cos(θ) dependence
for higher in-plane temperature gradients (~∇T )x. Since the strip temperature is
kept constant and the additional signal scales with ∆T , we might measure an
artifact related to the AMTEP. As a possible origin we have a closer look on
the influence of parasitic magnetic fields. Test measurements with permanent
magnets reveal that a static in-plane magnetic field can produce similar signal
contributions. An out-of-plane static magnetic field does not seem to change the
signal. The test measurements can only provide a rough picture since there is
no exact information on the orientation and magnitude of the parasitic magnetic
field. Nevertheless, it leads to the idea of calculating the magnetization orien-
tation including a unidirectional in-plane magnetic field. The energy balance in
this case is as follows:
E
V
= − ~M · ~Hsweep − ~M · ~Hparasitic +Ku sin2(ϑ− αeasy) (4.6)
with the Zeeman energy term for the external sweeping field ~Hsweep the para-
sitic magnetic field ~Hsweep and Ku as the uniaxial anisotropy constant. αeasy is
extracted from the measurement and Ku = 4.5 · 103 Jcm3 can be extracted from
the comparison of calculation and experiment. In the calculation, we com-
bine the first two terms of equation 4.6 and use the effective magnetic field
~Heff = ~Hsweep + ~Hparasitic and obtain
E
V
= −MSHeff cos(ϑ− αeff) +Ku sin2(ϑ− αeasy) (4.7)
with αeff being the direction of ~Heff . In order to calculate the equilibrium position
of ~M , we first calculate Heff as well as αeff and minimize equation 4.7 numerically.
These numerical calculations have been performed along the measured sweep
directions θ and sweep values Hsweep. The resulting ϑ values are inserted into
equation 3.8, which is repeated here as a reminder:
Vy = 2A0 sinϑ cosϑ+ c (4.8)
using A0 and c from the measurements to link the calculations with the measured
data. Fig. 4.10 shows a comparison between measured data and calculation. It
has to be mentioned that the calculated data, in contrast to the measured data,
do not include the ANE. In the next step, ∆(θ) and A(θ) are determined from
the calculated data. By adjusting the direction and magnitude of ~Hparasitic we
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Figure 4.10: The upper panel shows the data from Fig. 3.5; Sample type B
(Pt/Py/MgO), xstrip = 1 mm. Lower panel: Calculated transverse voltage Vy vs.
magnetic field and angle θ, −4.5mT ≤ µ0H ≤ 4.5mT scaled to the data of Fig. 3.5.
can reproduce the data extremely well. An example is shown in Fig. 4.11(a).
It turns out that for our setup we obtain Hparasitic = 0.03mT at an angle of
αparasitic = 309◦ with respect to the -x-axis. This demonstrates that in-plane
fields far below 0.1 mT can produce an asymmetry in the AMTEP signal which
is, in our case, contributing to the ∆ signal up to tens of nV. For comparison the
in-plane component of the earth magnetic field is estimated to Hearth = 0.02mT
at an angle of about 90◦. Since we used numerical calculations, we cannot obtain
a fit function from the calculations. But, as shown in Fig. 4.11(b),
∆(θ) = D cos(θ) + F sin(θ + δ1) cos(2θ + δ2) (4.9)
can be taken as a fit function with δ1 = 3.76◦ and δ2 = 46.35◦ and the fit
parameters D and F . The green lines in Fig. 4.9 illustrate this fit function applied
to the measured data and prove the match to the experiment (including the ANE
contribution as shown in section 4.9). Since very small magnetic fields are the
origin of these artifacts, we carefully checked the magnetic fields arising from
the Peltier elements and found a maximum in-plane field of 0.003mT. Further
taking into account that the calculation with a fixed parasitic field describes the
experiment over a broad range of temperatures on the Cu pads and that this
broad range of temperatures results in different currents in the Peltier elements
and thus different magnetic fields at the sample position, the magnetic field of
the Peltier elements can be seen as a minor contribution.
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Figure 4.11: (a) Comparison between calculation and measurement for ∆T=93 K and
Tstrip=360K (b) Fit of equation 4.9 to the calculated data.
4.9 Asymmetric artifacts of the anisotropic
magneto-thermoelectric power
In the last section we introduced a small static in-plane magnetic field which
explains the arising ∆ signal contribution for higher (~∇T )x. We found the fit
function
∆(θ) = D cos(θ) + F sin(θ + δ1) cos(2θ + δ2) (4.10)
to analyze the new data. However, as mentioned before, the calculation does not
include any ANE which is present in the experiment. This means that the correct
description of ∆(θ) including the ANE is as follows:
∆(θ) = ∆0,ANE cos(θ) + ∆0,AMTEP cos(θ) + F sin(θ + δ1) cos(2θ + δ2) (4.11)
with ∆0,ANE as the ANE contribution and ∆0,AMTEP as the AMTEP artifact.
As shown before, ∆0,ANE is related to Tstrip and originates from an out-of-plane
temperature gradient. ∆0,AMTEP, in contrast, does not depend on Tstrip but scales
linearly with A0. This insight helps us to explain the vertical shift observed in
the ∆0 data points for positive and negative (~∇T )x in comparison to the ∆0 data
points for (~∇T )x = 0 at different base temperatures as shown in Fig. 4.3, 4.4 and
4.7. There, we used for the evaluation of ∆0 a simple cos θ fit:
∆(θ) = ∆0 cos θ (4.12)
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Figure 4.12: (a) ∆0 obtained from the data of section 4.7 (Fig. 4.8) using the new fit
function in comparison to the pure cosine fit. The shaded areas indicate the region of
higher deviation of the two fit results. (b) ∆0 obtained from the data of section 4.3
(Fig. 4.3) using the new fit function in comparison to the pure cosine fit.
By comparison of equation 4.11 with equation 4.12 it becomes obvious that the
cos fit cannot distinguish between the ANE and the AMTEP contributions.
∆0(Tstrip, (~∇T )x) =
∝T 2strip︷ ︸︸ ︷
∆0,ANE(Tstrip) +
∝(~∇T )x︷ ︸︸ ︷
∆0,AMTEP((~∇T )x) (4.13)
Fig. 4.12(a) displays ∆0 with respect to ∆T for 2 different Tstrip (data from sec-
tion 4.7), using once the cos θ fit function and once the new fit function. The gray
areas display the regions where the deviation of the two fit functions is bigger
than our noise level, which is the case for ∆T > 60K. In general, the new fit
function even slightly enhances ∆0. We also carefully checked the data fitted so
far with the cos θ fit and found that for temperature differences of ± 50K the
new fit function changes the results of ∆0 at maximum by 10 nV, which is within
our noise limit. As an example Fig. 4.12(b) shows ∆0(Tstrip) for the data from
section 4.3 (sample type B, Pt/Py/MgO) for both fit functions. All this justifies
to stay with the cos fit used so far for ∆T < 60K.
On the basis of equation 4.13 and the COMSOL simulations including (~∇T )z,
we reconstruct ∆0 for sign(∆T ) = {−, 0,+} and varying Tstrip. The original
measurements are shown in Fig. 4.3, 4.4 and 4.7. We start with the variation of
Tstrip and (~∇T )x = 0, thus only the first term of equation 4.13 contributes to ∆0.
The result then is described by the COMSOL simulations from section 4.5 and
is plotted in Fig. 4.13(a). Now we switch on the in-plane gradient with the strip
at the cold side of the sample (sign(∆T ) = {−}). This adds the second term to
∆0 and leads to a constant downshift which is indicated by the blue arrows in
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Figure 4.13: Comparison of the expected ∆0(T ) dependence (a) - including a finite
out-of-plane temperature gradient and AMTEP artifacts - and experimental data from
section 4.3 (b).
fig 4.13(a). Vice versa, for the strip at the hot side, we get the opposite effect
indicated by the red arrows in fig 4.13(a). The magnitude of the up/down shift
is extracted from Fig. 4.8. Fig. 4.13(b) shows, as an example, the measured data
from section 4.3 on the same scale for comparison. It turns out that our model,
including the ANE and the AMTEP artifacts, describes the finite ∆0 values for
∆T = 0 as well as the vertical shift of the data points for ±∆T .
At this point it has to be mentioned that the unexpected asymmetric AMTEP
artifacts in the ∆ signal get asymptotically smaller for higher sweeping fields ~B.
Here, the magnetization of the ferromagnetic layer aligns more and more to the
external magnetic field thus the contribution of the asymmetric magnetization
reversal process to our data processing procedure gets smaller for higher ~B fields.
We calculate that the asymmetric AMTEP contribution would be reduced by
a factor of four for sweeping fields up to 20mT and a factor of ten for 50mT.
However, in our setup we are limited to a maximum of 5mT and cannot check
this assumption.
4.10 From bulk substrates to SiNx-membranes
In parallel to the measurements of the TSSE on bulk substrates, we investigate
suspended Py films on SiNx membranes. The sample layout is described in detail
in section 3.3.2. Fig. 4.14 presents the transverse voltages Vy recorded at the hot
end with a temperature difference of 48K, applied over the distance of 200µm
with the heat sink of setup 2 set to room temperature. In contrast to the mea-
surements in setup 1 we observe a higher offset value of several 100µm which is
related to the different wire materials with very different Seebeck coefficients as
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Figure 4.14: Transverse voltage Vy vs. magnetic field and angle θ. −4mT ≤ µ0H ≤
4mT, T1=341K and T2=293K. The noise level in each sweep is 50 nV. Sample type:
Membrane (Pt/Py/SiNx) strip at the hot side. Data obtained by Sasmita Srichandan.
there are Aluminum (bond wires), Au plated Cu pads (chip carrier), Constantan
(used in the cryostate), and Cu leads. In order to extract the AMTEP value and
the difference amplitude ∆0, we process the data in the same way as the bulk
sample measurements. Before showing the results, a short comment to the differ-
ent shape of the peak dip structure in comparison to the data shown in section
3.4.2 has to be made. The suspended films show an easy axis along θ ≈ 0◦ so
that the signal always tends to A0(90◦) + c which is exactly the offset value of c.
The exact shape of the single voltage traces can also be analyzed and explained
similar to section 3.4.3 and is not shown here.
Fig. 4.15(a)&(b) show the extracted A(θ) and ∆(θ) from Fig. 4.14. A(θ) exhibits
a pure AMTEP contribution with A0 = 11.4µV. Although the Pt strip length of
500µm is shorter, the large A0 signal, compared to the bulk samples, is attributed
to the 80 times larger (~∇T )x on the membrane. Fig. 4.14 shows a pure cos fit
of the ∆ signal and additionally the new fit function from equation 4.11. This
asymmetric contribution can already be seen by a closer look on fig 4.14 since
for some angles the asymmetry already becomes obvious in the raw data. The
fit results in a save upper limit of the pure cos contribution - i.e. the TSSE like
signal - of 50 nV.
In the next step, we checked our results by removing the Pt strip and measuring
directly the Py film (this time the cold side). Fig. 4.15(c)&(d) show the resulting
A(θ) and ∆(θ). A(θ) shows again a pure A0 sin(θ) cos(θ) + c relation, but the
amplitude A0 is about 4 times larger compared to the measurements with the Pt
strip. This enhancement is due to the missing short circuit of the Pt strip which
seems to be more crucial on the suspended samples than on the macroscopic bulk
substrates. A0 does not change sign since in setup 2, in order to move from the
hot to the cold side, the strip has to be replaced in contrast of reversing the
temperature gradient in setup 1. The ∆ signal is again fitted with a pure cos
function and the new fit function from equation 4.11. One can see a change of
the signal shape and height in comparison to the ∆ signal with Pt strip. The
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Figure 4.15: A and ∆ vs. θ, (a&b) Sample type: Membrane (Pt/Py/SiNx) strip at the
hot side, (c&d) Sample type: Membrane without detector strip (Py/SiNx), detection
points near the cold side. Data obtained by Sasmita Srichandan.
bigger magnitude is related to the lack of the Pt strip. The different shape is
described by different phases δ1 and δ2 (see section 4.9), indicating a change of
the parasitic field between the two measurements. This change may be due to
some other setups in the laboratory influencing the measurements with small
parasitic magnetic fields. But since the orientation of setup 2 in the laboratory
has changed, we are not able to measure the parasitic field at the point of time
of the measured data.
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5.1 Lack of the transverse spin Seebeck effect
compared to other groups
Concluding our measurements done so far, we can neglect a contribution of the
TSSE within the uncertainty of our measurements. The transverse voltage Vy is
dominated by the AMTEP and a smaller ANE contribution, both arising from the
Py layer. We see no qualitative change in the signal for different substrates and
strip materials or even without any detector strip, thus we do not observe an ISHE
contribution and thus no TSSE. The TSSE like signals with a cos θ dependence
are well explained by the ANE and an unexpected asymmetrical artifact of the
AMTEP. Comparing the different data sets, we evaluate our uncertainty of a
possible TSSE contribution to a safe upper limit of 10 nV for setup 1 and 50 nV
for setup 2.
Since in setup 1 we use the same sample dimensions as Uchida et al. [7] the
magnitude of the observed signals is easy to compare and we find the upper limit
of the TSSE 250 times smaller in comparison to [7]. For measurements with
different sample dimensions and especially for the measurements on membranes
in setup 2, the resulting voltages need to be scaled to be comparable. For this
reason, the spin Seebeck coefficient SS is introduced as a material parameter
which allows us to compare the results [7,40]. Unfortunately, there is no consensus
of the exact definition of SS, so that we will use both common definitions: The
more empirical definition by Jaworski et al. [40] (definition 1):
SS =
∆Vy L
2LPt ∆T
(5.1)
with the transverse voltage change ∆Vy = Vy(+)−Vy(−) which is equal to −2∆0
in our case, the length of the Pt strip LPt and the distance between the two heat
reservoirs L. And the more microscopic definition of Uchida et. al [7] (definition
2):
SS =
∆Vy dPt
θSH ηPy−Pt LPt ∆T
(5.2)
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Uchida et al. [7] Uchida et al. [38] Avery et al. [60]
∆Vy ∼10µV ∼10µV <5nV
∆T on sample 21 K 21 K 50 K
Definition of SS Def. 2 (equ. 5.2) Def. 2 (equ. 5.2) Def. 2 (equ. 5.2)
θSH, η 0.0037, 0.2 0.08, 0.27 0.08, 0.16
Dimensions L: 6mm, L: 6mm, L: 900µm,
LPt: 4mm LPt: 4mm LPt: 35µm
dPt: 10 nm dPt: 10 nm dPt: 10 nm
SS −2 · 10−9 VK −6 · 10−11 VK −2.2 · 10−12 VK
(∗)
Table 5.1: Overview of the spin Seebeck coefficients (SS) published for Py so far. The
table includes the main parameters used for the calculation of SS in each publication.
(∗) calculated from values Avery et al. used in their comparison [60]
with the spin Hall angle θSH, the spin injection efficiency ηPy−Pt and the thickness
of the Pt strip dPt. Since there is no clear value for θSH, as described in section
2.1.4, this definition may lead to incomparable results. In table 5.1 we provide
an overview of the measured voltage signals, the used definitions and quantities
as well as the resulting SS from [7], [38] and [60]. It is obvious that the different
values of θSH are the reason for the strong deviation of SS between [7] and [38]
in otherwise similar data sets.
In order to compare our measurements to the ones listed in table 5.1 we calculate
the spin Seebeck coefficient using both definitions. Furthermore, we take θSH
and ηPy−Pt from [7] and [38], as well as the measurement parameters of [7], [38]
and [60] and calculate the resulting SS, as shown in table 5.2. Table 5.2 shows a
broad spectrum of SS within the same data sets depending on which definition
and θSH, ηPy−Pt values are used for the calculation. Especially, as definition 1 uses
the temperature gradient while definition 2 uses the temperature difference the
values differ for small sample sizes as present in samples on SiNx membranes [60].
Nevertheless, our SS are orders smaller in comparison to Uchida et al. [7,38] and
comparable to Avery et al. [60]. Avery et al. state that „within the 5 nV estimated
error of [their] experiment there is no evidence of a signal from the spin Seebeck
effect“ [60]. We confirm this statement and also have no evidence for the TSSE in
our measurements with bulk substrates as well as in suspended Py films within
the uncertainty of our measurements which is 10 nV for setup 1 and 50 nV for
setup 2.
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SS
Definition 2 Definition 2, Definition 1 [40]
θSH = 0.0037, η = 0.2 θSH = 0.08, η = 0.27
∆Vy, L, LPt,∆T −1.6 · 10−9 VK −5.5 · 10−11 VK −3.6 · 10−7 VK
from [7], [38]
∆Vy, L, LPt,∆T −3.9 · 10−11 VK −1.3 · 10−12 VK −1.3 · 10−9 VK
taken from [60]
∆Vy, L, LPt,∆T Bulk: −1.4 · 10−12 VK −4.6 · 10−14 VK −3 · 10−10 VK
from this work Memb.: −2.8 · 10−11 VK −9.6 · 10−13 VK −2.1 · 10−10 VK
Table 5.2: Table of Spin Seebeck coefficients SS taking into account experimental
data, the two different definitions and different values of θSH, η, used in the literature.
5.2 The Pt/Py interface
Since we see no TSSE in our measurements, we have to check every possibility
for a suppression of the TSSE in our samples. If the spin current, generated in
the Py layer, cannot enter the attached Pt strip, the ISHE and thus the TSSE
is not measurable. In order to check the transparency of the interface, one can
perform spin pumping experiments, where a line width broadening in the ferro-
magnetic resonance of the Py is observed, when a spin sink (here Pt) is attached
to it [61–63]. If a spin current flows from the Py into the Pt there will be a
net loss of angular momentum in the Py layer. This then corresponds to an
enhanced damping in the Py and thus a line width broadening in the ferromag-
netic resonance measurements (FMR). We perform spin pumping measurements
on identical bi-layers produced in the same sputtering chamber as the GaAs sub-
strate samples and the suspended Py layers on SiNx membranes [27]. We use
two types of samples, a Py/Pt bilayer and a Py reference layer, both on GaAs
substrates. Both samples are investigated using FMR. We sweep the external
magnetic field H0 for a fixed exciting microwave frequency f and record the ab-
sorption of the microwave amplitude. The width of these resonance curves is
plotted in Fig. 5.1. From these measurements we evaluate a spin mixing conduc-
tance of 3.0× 1019 m−2 which is in good agreement with the literature [64]. For
more detail we refer to Obstbaum et al. [27]. Coming back to the TSSE mea-
surements we proved the high quatlity of the Pt/Py interfaces produced in our
sputtering system and we expect no significant change for the samples produced
in Bielefeld under similar conditions, which means fully in situ preparation of the
bi-layers.
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Figure 5.1: (a) Linewidth µ0∆H vs. excitation frequency for pure Py films and Pt/Py
bi-layers. (b) Sketch of the spin pumping measurement.
5.3 Differences in setups
One main difference from our setup compared to the one used in [7] is the elec-
trical contact to the Pt strip. In our measurements we use thin gold wires to
minimize a heat transfer from the electrical contacts to the sample. By using dif-
ferent sample layouts we ensure that the influence is negligibly small (see section
4.4). By contrast, the electrical contacts in the setup of the Saitoh group are
produced by Tungsten needles pressed onto the ends of the Pt detector strip. In
order to check whether this difference is crucial, we performed test measurements
at the University of Bielefeld using contact needles. It turns out that there is a
non-reproducible TSSE like contribution observable which seems to be connected
to the overall temperature of the setup. Daniel Meier et al. then performed sys-
tematic measurements with a heater attached to one of the measuring needles.
It turns out that, for a certain heating power, a TSSE like signal can be pro-
duced which is, in reality, an ANE contribution originating from an out-of-plane
temperature gradient introduced by the contact needles. For a detailed view on
the experiment please have a look at Daniel Meier et al. [56]. Additionally the
Bielefeld group had the possibility to perform TSSE measurements on their sam-
ples in the setup of the Saitoh group in Japan. They reported that they could
measure TSSE in some samples in the region of several 100 nV including the ex-
act same sample from section 4.3 in which we observe no TSSE in our setup and
neither does the Bielefeld group in their TSSE setup [50]. Moreover they report
that their measurements seem to be depending on the contact pressure of the
needles on the sample. This provides evidence of a different heat flow from the
needles into the sample for different contact pressures. Assuming that the signals
of Uchida et al. [7] originate from the ANE induced by the needles, one could
imagine a temperature profile of their setup in which the needles are at a medium
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temperature in comparison to the hot and the cold side of the sample. This would
lead to a similar Vy dependence as observed by Uchida et al. [7]. However, this
dependence should still be visible when removing the Pt strip, since the ANE is
arising from the Py layer. Here Uchida et al. [7] see a vanishing signal excluding
an ANE contribution. This circumstance shows that there is a strong need for
detailed measurements for both electrical contact methods so that influences of
the measuring technique to the TSSE can be excluded.
5.4 Influence of small misalignments
5.4.1 A finite out-of-plane magnetization
Our measurements are very sensitive to out-of-plane temperature gradients since
these introduce the ANE to our in-plane measurement geometry. But also an out-
of-plane magnetization with an in-plane temperature gradient leads to an ANE
signal. In order to evaluate this contribution to our experiment we carefully
check the alignment of the sample plane to the turning axis of the magnetic field
and found a possible misalignment of 5◦ at maximum in both setups. In order
to calculate the resulting maximum out-of-plane angle ϕ of the magnetization
we start from the energy density E
V
including the demagnetization and Zeeman
energy terms.
E
V
= −0.5µ0M2S cos2(ϕ)− µ0MSH cos(ϕ− ξ), (5.3)
with µ0MS = 1T the saturation magnetization of permalloy, H the external mag-
netic field, ϕ the angle of the magnetization with respect to the sample plane,
and ξ the angle of ~H with respect to the sample plane. Including a maximum
sweeping field µ0H=5mT and ξ = 5◦ as the upper limit of misalignment we find
for the equilibrium position of ~M an angle of ϕ = 0.025◦. Taking the sample
widths (bulk: 4mm, membrane: 0.5mm) and the typical temperature gradients
(bulk: 3.6K/mm, membrane: 240K/mm) into account, this misalignment trans-
forms to an ANE voltage of Vy,misal. = 16 nV for the bulk and Vy,misal. = 136 nV
for the membrane samples. These values are the maximum transverse voltages
which are expected for a misalignment of the magnetic field of 5◦ to the sample
plane and measured directly on the Py layer. For samples with an attached de-
tector strip this voltage will be reduced by some factor as mentioned in section
4.6. Since we only use the data points near ±5mT to calculate the ∆ signal, we
can estimate the maximum contribution to ∆ as max(∆misal.) ≈ Vy,misal.. Now
knowing the magnitude of the disturbance, we concentrate on the angular depen-
dence of ∆misal.. Here, as seen in Fig. 5.2, not only the tilt angle ξ of both planes
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Figure 5.2: Sketch of misalignment between the rotation plane of the magnetic field
(green) and the sample plane (grey shaded). The arrows on the right display the
ANE originating from an out-of-plane magnetization Mz and an in-plane temperature
gradient (~∇T )xy.
but also the orientation ζ of the intersection line with respect to the x-axis needs
to be regarded. For θ = ±ζ there is no out-of-plane field and ∆misal. = 0. For
θ = ζ ± 90◦ the out-of-plane contribution is maximum and ∆misal. = ∓Vy,misal..
Complementing this to ∆misal.(θ) we get:
∆misal.(θ) = Vy,misal. sin(θ − ζ) (5.4)
But how can this ∆misal.(θ) influence our measurements in detail? Vy,misal. is pro-
portional to (~∇T )x, it vanishes for (~∇T )x = 0 and it does not depend on Tstrip.
Additionally, Vy,misal. reverses sign for reversed (~∇T )x. These properties make
the misalignment of the field rotation axis a possible candidate for the vertical
shift. In general, two cases have to be taken into account:
For ζ ≈ 0◦, 180◦ ∆misal.(θ) shows a phase shift in comparison to the original ∆(θ)
and thus is not influencing the ∆0 cos θ fit and the extracted ∆0 value.
For ζ ≈ ±90◦ the ∆0 cos θ fit function is summing up the original ∆0 and Vy,misal..
As a worst case scenario (ζ ≈ ±90◦ and ξ = 5◦) we obtain a maximum contri-
bution of 16 nV to the ∆0 signal for T1 − T2 = 50 K in setup 1 and 136 nV in
setup 2. For setup 1 this would mean that we get another contribution next
to the AMTEP artifacts influencing the vertical shift of the ∆ signal. When
taking the short circuit effect of the Pt strip into account (see section 4.6), the
maximum contribution reduces to about 8 nV which is inside the uncertainty of
our measurement. Additionally, the calculations in section 4.8 show that the
AMTEP artifacts can explain the measurements without the need for an addi-
tional ∆misal.(θ) contribution. Thus we do not expect any influence of a possible
magnetic field misalignment in setup 1. For the suspended Py layers measured
in setup 2 the maximum disturbance of a misalignment is 136 nV on a pure Py
layer. By adding a Pt detector strip the magnitude will reduce by a factor of four
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(see section 4.10) and is below the detection limit of setup 2. Thus, only for the
measurements on pure Py it is possible to detect the effect of a misalignment.
But since the AMTEP artifacts also describe this case very well we exclude a
magnetic misalignment contribution in setup 2.
Nevertheless, it has to be mentioned that the whole measurement is very sensitive
to the alignment of the sample and the magnetic field. By increasing the sweeping
field to reduce the AMTEP artifacts one enhances Vy,misal.. Especially in setup
1 care has to be taken when mounting the sample since the sample is glued
along the x-direction between the two copper blocks. This geometry enhances
the danger of a tilt along the y-axis (ζ = ±90◦) and a flat fit of the sample has
to be checked.
5.4.2 A transverse temperature gradient
Another possible disturbance is the existence of a temperature gradient along the
y-axis. This could be the case if there are irregularities in the connection to the
heat sink. In the case of a finite (~∇T )y we get a second term in equation 2.32 for
the AMTEP:
Ey = Syx · (~∇T )x + Syy · (~∇T )x (5.5)
and taking the tensor from equation 2.29 this leads to an angular dependence
A(θ) = A0(S‖ − S⊥)
[
(~∇T )x sin(2θ) + (~∇T )y cos(2θ)
]
− 0.5A0(S‖ + S⊥), (5.6)
consistent with Pu et al. [65]. Thus a finite (~∇T )y leads to a shifted phase plus
an additional offset in comparison to the sin θ cos θ dependence for (~∇T )y = 0.
As an example, Meier et al. [56] observe a small phase shift in their study. In our
measured data we do not observe any phase shift which is a proof for (~∇T )y <<
(~∇T )x. The influence of a small finite (~∇T )y to the ANE contribution (∆(θ))
would also lead to a phase shift which is not observed.
5.5 The role of the phonons
The reduced phonon spectrum in the amorphous SiNx membrane which acts as
the substrate for the suspended Py layers in the study of Avery et al. [60] might
be the reason for the vanishing TSSE in their measurements. In this work we
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investigated both, suspended Py layers on SiNx membranes, as well as Py layers
on bulk substrates, to check this assumption. However, the missing TSSE in
both cases does not give any further information about the role of the phonons
in the substrate. The dilemma is that the TSSE in Py layers does not exist or is
at least of non-measurable size. Thus, one cannot discuss about the role of the
phonons for the TSSE since we do not observe any TSSE. Nevertheless, taking
the ongoing discussion about the existence of the TSSE into account (including
the possibility of the TSSE in insulators originating from the LSSE) the need
to introduce the phonons as the mediating particle over distances longer than
the spin diffusion length in the SSE theory does not exist anymore. This critical
point should be taken into account in further theoretical models of the SSE.
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6.1 Summary
After the first observation of the TSSE by the Saitoh group in Japan a debate on
the existence of the TSSE in Py films came up. The main critical points are the
missing reproducibility of their measurements and the possible misinterpretation
of other magneto-thermoelectric effects. In this thesis, two types of samples are
investigated: Thin Py layers on MgO and GaAs substrates and suspendend Py
layers on SiNx membranes. The measurements can be described by well known
magneto-thermoelectric effects: The AMTEP and the ANE which limit the TSSE
contribution to the noise level of our measurements of 10 nV. This is orders smaller
than observed by Uchida et al. [7] in directly comparable measurements. In detail
we observe the following contributions:
(1) AMTEP: The measured voltage signals are dominated by the AMTEP which
is surprisingly not investigated by Uchida et al.. However, with its sin(θ) cos(θ)
symmetry this effect can be delimited from the TSSE.
(2) ANE: The ANE shares the cos(θ) symmetry with the TSSE which makes
it more difficult to separate both effects. However, the ANE is only present in
the TSSE geometry in case of a finite out-of-plane temperature gradient. The
measurements show that the amplitude of the cos(θ) contribution (i.e. ∆0) is
still observable in case of a zero in-plane temperature gradient and thus cannot
originate from the TSSE. The fact that ∆0 scales with base temperature can be
explained by a heat exchange via thermal radiation. FEM simulations support
this statement.
(3) AMTEP artifact: After identifying the AMTEP and ANE contribution, a
cos(θ) feature of about 20 nV remains, which switches sign for opposite thermal
gradient. This switch is a key feature of the TSSE. However, control measure-
ments with Cu as a detector material and removed detector strip prove no link to
the TSSE. Numerical calculations of the AMTEP reveal that a constant magnetic
field, independent from the sweeping field, can generate an asymmetric contribu-
tion to the AMTEP. Here, the magnetic field of the earth is sufficient enough to
explain the fine structure of ∆0.
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In summary, all measurements in this thesis can be explained by a sum of the
above contributions. Additionally, the absence of the TSSE in both sample types
implies a thinkover of the role of the phonons for the SSE in general.
The results in this thesis for Py layers give strong evidence of the absence of the
TSSE in conducting FM in general. The next step is going to be the system-
atic investigation of the TSSE in semi conducting and isolating FM. Here, first
preliminary results of other groups indicate the LSSE as a possible candidate to
mime the TSSE contribution. Thus, further investigation of the TSSE is needed
in order to clarify the existence of this effect.
Besides the discussion about the existence of the TSSE, its magnitude in con-
ducting FM seems to be so small that an influence in future spintronic and
spincaloritronic devices is negligible.
6.2 Personal view
In the last three years I had the possibility to participate in several workshops
within the spincaloritronic community. There, the exchange with other PhD stu-
dents working on the TSSE revealed the missing reproducibility of the TSSE.
Even sample exchange programs revealed different results in different laborato-
ries although the same sample was measured. Furthermore, I had the possibility
to discuss with proponents of the TSSE like Ass.-Prof. Dr. Ken-ichi Uchida,
Prof. Dr. Eiji Saitoh and Prof. Dr. Joseph Heremans as well as critics like
Prof. Dr. Chia-Ling Chien and Ass.-Prof. Dr. Barry Zink. Including all this
experience in my personal opinion the TSSE is not existing or at least below
detectable quantity. Nevertheless, besides the TSSE the longitudinal configura-
tion, the LSSE, seems to be more solid and could be reproduced many times in
different materials. In general, this thesis solves a long time discussion about
the existance of the TSSE at least in Py films and supports the importance of
control measurements. Even if such „negative“ results may not be the award
winning ones, new discoveries should be treated with constructive criticism and
be checked carefully by the scientific community.
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